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CHAPTER I

HISTORY AND DEFINITION OF MYSTICISM

PHILIPPE DE FELICE, IN POISONS SAINTS, IVRESSES DIVINES, WROTE CONCERNING THE IMMORTAL CONNECTION BETWEEN CERTAIN FORMS OF INTOXICATION AND RELIGION, THAT "THE PRACTICES STUDIED IN THIS VOLUME CAN BE OBSERVED IN EVERY REGION OF THE EARTH, AMONG PRIMITIVES NO LESS THAN AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE REACHED A HIGH PITCH OF CIVILIZATION. WE ARE, THEREFORE, DEALING NOT WITH EXCEPTIONAL FACTS BUT WITH A GENERAL AND, IN THE WIDEST SENSE OF THE WORD, A HUMAN PHENOMENON, THE KIND OF PHENOMENON WHICH CANNOT BE DISREGARDED BY ANYONE WHO IS TRYING TO DISCOVER WHAT RELIGION IS AND WHAT ARE THE DEEP NEEDS WHICH IT MUST SATISFY." ALSO, THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION INCLUDES A DISCUSSION OF THE PRIMITIVE RELIGIOUS FORMS OF MANA, SHAMANISM, FETISHISM, AND THE TRANCES OF MEDICINE MEN, IN WHICH INTOXICATION GENERALLY PLAYS A LARGE PART, IN ITS DISCUSSION OF MYSTICISM. ALTHOUGH MANY MYSTICS, LIKE BLAKE, SEEM TO HAVE BEEN "DRUNK WITH INTELLECTUAL VISION," RATHER THAN WITH DRUGS, THIS ASSOCIATION OF DRUNKENNESS WITH "DIVINE EXPERIENCE" SEEMS TO BE UNIVERSAL. 

"MOST FORMS OF SHAMANISM COME WITHIN THE SPHERE OF MYSTICISM," HASTING, JAMES, (ED.) ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION (NEW YORK, 1917) VOL. IX, P. 85.
EXCEPT AMONG THOSE EXTREME DUALISTS of both the East and the
West, who reject consciousness entirely, and in such cases as
these it is only by their claims and the claims of their
scholars that they can be considered mystics. The impli-
cation is, of course, that "mysticism" is in some way innately
connected with "intoxication". R. Gordon Wasson has written
that there is evidence which links the Greek word θυεια with
the root μυκος fungus; that fungi, especially mushrooms, are
used as intoxicants is widely known to anthropologists.

It is well known, regardless of what explanation, if any, is
given, that Nahuatl and related languages contain startling
similarities to European languages; for example, the root
ΤΕΟ as used, for instance, in the name of the sacred mushroom,
ΤΕΟΝΑΝΑΟΤΛ "God's flesh" is obviously similar to the Greek
ΤΕΟ and the Latin ΔΕΟΣ. Although it can not be claimed to
be more than an extreme coincidence, a member of the tribe
which uses the sacred mushroom is called a ΜΙΤΕΟ, which, when
pronounced in Nahuatl, is identical in sound to the English
word "mystic."

1 Since no communication can come (or, at least, has come)
from one in this state,

2 Besides the well known shamanistic rites of Siberia,
"divine mushrooms" are known to be used in Borneo, New Guinea,
and Mexico, and, at least according to tradition, in China,
Japan, and India. See also Robert S. Desorop, Drugs and the
Mind (New York, 1957), and the article by R. Gordon Wasson,
"Seeking the Magic Mushrooms" Life (May, 1957), pp. 100-120. Also,
Andrya Pumarion, in the Sacred Mushroom, Key to the Door of
Eternity (New York, 1957), p. 260, says that "...there is good
reason to assume the existence of a sacred-mushroom cult in
ancient Egypt."
Support for Wasson’s theory is found in the “Song to Demeter” in the Homeric Hymns, where Rhea says to Demeter (μητέρα means “mother”), so Demeter probably represents “Mother Earth”: “But come, my child, obey, and be not too angry unrelentingly with the dark-clouded Son of Conos; but rather increase forthwith for men the fruit that gives them life.” So spake Rhea, and rich-crowned Demeter did not refuse, but straightway made fruit to spring up from the rich lands.” Although this could, of course, refer to mere vegetable nourishment, the lines immediately following these seem to make it clear that it was some sort of vegetable intoxicant that was gathered by the initiates on their overnight trip to the countryside, and that was carried back in a box, from which it would be taken by each initiate:

“Then she went, and to the kings who deal justice, Triptolemus and Diocles, the horse-driver, and to doughty Eumolpus and Celeus, leader of the people, she showed the conduct of the rites and taught them all her mysteries to Triptolemus and


2Encyclopedia Britannica, (Chicago, 1951), Vol. 16, p. 471: “...I have taken (the things) from the sacred chest, having tested thereof...”
and Polyxeinus and Diocles also,—"awful mysteries which no one may in any way transgress or pry into or utter, for deep are of the gods checks the voice." 1 Although the Encyclopaedia of Philosophy and Religion indicates that, in Cicero's view, Athens produced "nothing better than the mysteries of Eleusis, not only in regard to the ordering and civilizing of life, but in regard to the furnishing of a good hope in death," and that Sophocles believed that "happiness in the next world" was confined to "...those who had been initiated in the mysteries of Eleusis, that is, probably, so far as their fellow-citizens were concerned" 2 the "Song to Demeter" does not explicitly impute a doctrine of "after-life" to the Mysteries: "Happy is he among men on earth who has seen these mysteries; but he who is uninitiate and who has no part in them, never has lot of like good things once he is dead, down in the darkness and gloom." 3 This statement, it seems, could be interpreted to represent either a denial of after-life for those who are not initiated, with no reference to the future of the initiate, or a statement that the initiate will have a superior after-life.

1 Hesiod: The Homeric Hymns and Homerica.


3 Hesiod: The Homeric Hymns and Homerica.
The doctrine of the after-life was highly developed in Greece; regardless of whether a particular "Mystery" contained the idea, and Pythagorus, or rather the Pythagoreans, with their ideas of the "Wheel of Birth" and the transmigration of souls¹ (both of which involved the idea of Karma, however it was expressed) seem to have been representative of this doctrine, as classical Hinduism, with the same particular ideas, was representative of that doctrine in India. Although little seems to be known about the actual practices of "purification" of the Pythagorean brotherhood, they can be considered mystical, by the same criteria which allow the Encyclopaedia of Philosophy and Religion to assert that "In Hinduism, indeed, in nearly all of its manifestations, in its most philosophic flights as well as when it approaches pure shamanism and magic, there are to be found indications of the mystical temper of mind."²

Although Hinduism is widely considered to be an ascetic religion, the Bhagavad-Gita contains what seems to be an early doctrinal justification for the "modernized" forms of


Also see on page 7 of this thesis a similar statement concerning the classification of Buddhism.
THE RELIGION WHICH WERE MODIFIED BY THE INFLUENCE OF THE
PRIMITIVE NAGA AND YAKSA WORSHIP AND THE COMPETITION OF
LIBERALIZED BUDDHISM. THE GITA SAYS THAT SOME YOGIS OFFER
THEIR SOUL TO THE "SACRIFICIAL FIRE" OF BRAHMAN, AND OTHERS
RENOUNCE POSSESSIONS, ACTIVITY, AND SENSE-PERCEPTION; HOW-
EVER, IMMORTALITY AND THE REACHING OF "ETERNAL BRAHMAN"
BESIDES HAPPINESS "IN THIS WORLD," CAN ALSO BE OBTAINED BY
THOSE WHO "ALLOW THEIR MINDS AND SENSES TO WANDER UNCHECKED,
AND TRY TO SEE BRAHMAN WITHIN ALL EXTERIOR SENSE-OBJECTS.
FOR THESE, SOUND AND THE OTHER SENSE-OBJECTS ARE THE OFFERING,
AND SENSE-ENJOYMENT THE SACRIFICIAL FIRE."2 SINCE THE
CLASSICAL HINDU TRADITION OF RENUNCIATION IS BOTH VERY WELL
KNOWN AND PRACTICALLY IDENTICAL WITH THE MAIN CHRISTIAN
MYSTICAL TRADITION, AND SINCE THE TANTRIC HINDU MOVEMENT
CLOSELY PARALLELS THE "LIBERAL" BUDDHIST PRACTICES, DIFFERING
MAINLY IN ITS ATTEMPT TO "ASSIMILATE AND ADJUST ITSELF TO
THE ORTHODOX TRADITION (RATHER) THAN TO EXCLUDE AND REFUTE IT,"2
IT WILL BE ASSUMED THAT THE DISCUSSIONS OF THE MATURE
MAHAYANA BUDDHISM AND THE CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN MYSTICAL TRAD-
ITION WILL ILLUSTRATE THE TWO MAIN TYPES OF MYSTICISM SUFFI-

1 ISHERWOOD, CHRISTOPHER, AND SWAMI PRABHAVANANDA (TRANS.),
2 ZIMMER, HEINRICH, PHILOSOPHIES OF INDIA, (NEW YORK,
1956), P. 569.
"Scientifically, the fact that Buddhism has a greater reputation for being monistic than Hinduism is revealed by the statement in the Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences that Buddhism has spread into areas which had previously been Christian, Taoist, Zoroastrian, and even Brahminist because of its practical nature, its goals being primarily humanitarian, and psychology being the means used to achieve them. According to the definition given by the above, Buddhism can be considered to be "mystical" if it makes use of such practices as "ecstasy", "trance", and "consciousness of the absolute," so it can be seen that both of these statements about Buddhism can be simultaneously correct if the mentioned "practices" are understood in a monistic sense, and if "humanitarian" is not defined too narrowly. The monistic Buddhist might say that "through certain trances or exercises man can, in accordance with the Four Noble Truths, overcome ignorance, and thereby become aware of the highest truth and experience the highest delight, Maha-Sukha." The person who desires to "overcome his ignorance," that is, to be initiated, need only, as in the parallel Hindu and Greek religions, be "[intelligent, one who abstains from injuring any being,]*

EVER DOING GOOD TO ALL, PURE, ***AND A NONDUALIST***!

THAT IS, WOMEN AND SLAVES WERE NOT EXCLUDED, AND COULD EVEN
BECOME GURUS, OR TEACHERS OF THE RELIGION.

THE "METAPHYSICAL" EXPLANATION OF THIS ASPECT OF BUDA-

**ISM IS GIVEN BY ZIMMER AS FOLLOWS:

***PURITY COMPASSION IS OF THE ESSENCE OF THE BODHISATTTVA
AND IS IDENTICAL WITH HIS RIGHT PERCEPTION OF THE VOID, **
OR, AS ONE MIGHT SAY, IT IS THE PRIMARY REFLEX OF THE VOID. ***
***"THE BODHISATTTVA ATTAINS OMNISCIENCE." ****

WITHIN THE HEARTS OF ALL CREATURES, COMPASSION IS PRESENT
AS THE SIGN OF THEIR POTENTIAL BODHISATTTVAHood; FOR ALL THINGS
ARE SUNYATA, THE VOID---AND THE PURE REFLEX OF THIS VOID (WHICH
IS THEIR ESSENTIAL BEING) IS COMPASSION. COMPASSION (KARUNA)
INDUCES THE FORGiveness THINGS IN MANIFESTATION---JUST
AS IT WITHHOLDS THE BODHISATTTVA FROM NIRVANA.

ZIMMER, PHILOSOPHIES OF INDIA, P. 572.

ZIMMER USES "VOID" TO MEAN "ESSENCE," AND "ANNIHILATE
IN THE VOID" TO MEAN "UNITED WITH THE ESSENCE OR EXISTENCE,"
OR "PROPERLY PERCEIVING PARTICULAR REALITIES." IT SEEMS
LIKELY THAT THIS TYPE OF WORD USE ADDS TO THE COMMON WESTERN
CONCEPTION THAT BUDDHISM IS "NEGATIVE"; HOWEVER, IT WILL BE
SEEN THAT THIS RELIGION, AS A DIRECT RESULT OF ITS MONISTIC
DOCTRINE, REJECTS NOTHING IN THE UNIVERSE BUT IGNORANCE AND
UNCONSCIOUSNESS, AND HAS AS ITS "MYSTIC GOAL" THE UNDERSTAND-
ING OF AN INFINITELY "DIVINE" UNIVERSE, IN WHICH THE "HIGHEST
REALITY" IS THE MAN WHO PERCEIVES IT.

ZIMMER, PHILOSOPHIES OF INDIA, P. 552.

GOOD, P. 553; IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT ALL OF THOSE
WHO HOLD AN ENTIRELY MONISTIC MYSTICAL DOCTRINE MAINTAIN THAT
"OMNISCIENCE" IS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE PERSON WHO HAS ATTAINED
THE CONDITION OF "INSPIRED PERCEPTION" OR "FOUR-FOLD VISION";
EXAMPLES ARE THE MIXED INDIANS, THE HINDUS, THE BUDHISTS,
BEING DISCUSSED HERE, AND BLAKE, WHO SAID "LESS THAN ALL CAN-
NOT SATISFY MAN" (KEYNES, GEOFFREY, ED.) POETRY AND PROSE
OF WILLIAM BLAKE, (LONDON, 1943), P. 143.)
This "nirvana" from which the bodhisattva is withheld by his compassion refers to the nirvana of the dualistic mystics, that is, the ineffable and utterly transcendent reality; the condition being described above may also be called "nirvana" but it might be more accurate to limit its name to that used by the parallel Hindu sects, viz., "mahanirvana". Zimmer continued his explanation of monistic Buddhism with an indication of its contrasts to Christianity, Vedantism, and Hinayana Buddhism, as follows:

- This world-supporting condescension of the bodhisattva in spirit and practice takes us one step further (than the Christian mystery of the incarnation) since it calls for an unqualified affirmation of "ignorance" (avidya) as in essence identical with "enlightenment (body)"—which renders archaic the ancient sankhya-vedanta-hinayana modes of monkish rejection or acceptance. "Ignorance" (avidya) is still the cause of suffering, the benighting affliction of those who live in desire and fear, in hope, despair, disgust, and sorrow. But the one whose mind is cleansed, whose "soul", whose selfhood has become annihilated in the void, is conscious of an enjoyable wonder, like a dream, or like a display set up by magic, with which, as the void, he is identical. Mingled with the compassion of the bodhisattva is a quality, therefore, of "great delight" (mahabukha). Hence the bodhisattva wanders everywhere, boundless, fearless, like a lion, roaring the lion-roar of bodhisattvahood. These three worlds have been created, as it were, for by—and of—the enjoyment of this immortal; they are his lila.

1Zimmer, Philosophies of India; p. 588
2See page 117 of this thesis.
HIS "PLAY."

Since the candidate for such knowledge must behave like one who has already attained, a programmatic sacramental breaking of the bounds that normally stand as the limits of virtue was carefully undertaken in certain schools of the Mahayana. In spite of all the scandal that has been spread concerning this phase of Buddhist worship, the majority of the sacramental breaches (in a society hedged on every side by the most meticulous taboos) were not such as would give the slightest pause to the usual modern Christian gentleman or lady. They consisted in partaking of such forbidden foods as fish, meat, spicy dishes, and wines, and engaging in sexual intercourse. The sole novelty was that these acts were to be undertaken under the direction of a religious teacher, being regarded as concomitants of (an) absolutely indispensable spiritual exercise.

Elaborating further on the "metaphysical implications of the corporeal spirituality" of the rite which has been stigmatized by the psychologist J. H. Leuba as "the sexual indulgences connected with the worship of certain non-civilized and half-civilized peoples," Zimmer says, "The basic Indian doctrine—the doctrine of transcendental monism, which merges opposite principles in timeless union—finds no more striking symbolization anywhere than in the Lamastery cult of the icon of the holy bliss (Mahasukha) of the

1 Zimmer, Philosophies of India, pp. 552-555. Note especially the comments of Estenson and Wilson in Chapter 11. Besides Blake's statements, for example, p. 85 of this thesis D. H. Lawrence has used the same idea, for instance in The First Lady Chatterley: "...inside nature there is a spark which sometimes flies into consciousness as a result of the perfect contact of opposites. (The First Lady Chatterley, (N. Y.; 1944), p. 105.

2 Leuba, James H., God or Man? (N. Y.; 1933), p. 326.
UNITED COUPLE, 1


THE TAOISTS WERE MYSTICS, BUT THEY WERE PRACTICAL MYSTICS, WHO HOPED TO REALIZE THE BEST SOCIAL ORDER THROUGH A HARMONIOUS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE TAO. THEIR IDEA WAS "THAT OF THE WORLDLY." THEIR MYSTICISM HAD THREE STAGES: (1) THE PURGATION, CASTING OUT SELFISHNESS AND SELF-SEEKING; (2) UNION WITH THE TAO, BY WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL LOST HIS INDIVIDUALITY WITH THE DISTRACTION OF THE CONTRARIES; (3) POISE, WHICH ENABLED THE INDIVIDUAL TO ESCAPE THE LIMITATIONS OF TIME AND SPACE.

1ZIMMER, PHILOSOPHIES OF INDIA, P. 559. IT IS WIDELY BELIEVED (SEE CHENEY, MEN WHO HAVE WALKED WITH GOD, NEW YORK, 1956) THAT MANY OF BLAKE'S PAINTINGS (AS WELL AS BOOKS) WERE DESTROYED FOR THEIR "INNOCENT" (AND "OBSCENITY") IT IS POSSIBLE THAT AMONG THESE WERE MYSTICAL ILLUSTRATIONS ON THE ORDER OF THE HINDU SCULPTURE OF THIS PERIOD, FOR INSTANCE THOSE AT KHJURANO.

2CALLED "CONTRARIES" BY BLAKE, AS WELL AS BY THE TAOISTS.

3ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA (CHICAGO, 1951) VOL. 24, P. 797.
Although this summary is worded in the standard Western "mystical" terms, implying a conception of mysticism as necessitating a metaphysic of ultimate dualism, its first two sentences clearly indicate the intended sense of the "purification," "individuality," and "escape of time and space"; the material immediately following reveals the "standard" Western position.¹

According to the Encyclopedia of Philosophy and Religion, the main ideas of Christian mysticism, both Catholic and Protestant, are that "behind the visible, material, temporal universe there is an invisible, immaterial, eternal universe, which is the mother of the one that we see," and that it is man's highest goal to apprehend that universe in some supernatural fashion.² In accordance with their dualism, the Catholic mystics (Boehme will be shown to be typical of a less dualistic³ group, mainly Protestants), to some degree⁴

¹PP. OF THIS THESIS, 12-28.

²Hastings (Eds.), Encyclopedia of Philosophy and Religion, p. 102.

³It must be noted that the doctrines of "emanation" and "immanence" are both dualistic philosophies, although the latter does approach monism to some degree. The dualistic distinction is maintained in the doctrine of immanence by holding that it is "being" which is "immanent" within "becoming." Dante and St. Thomas Aquinas can be considered representatives of "emanation" doctrine, while Plotinus and Boehme support the doctrine of "emanation." Underhill, E., Mysticism, New York, 1956, pp. 96-102.

⁴Underhill, p. 23 OF THIS THESIS.
CONSIDER THE APPREHENSION OF THE "SUPERNAL REALITY" TO BE DEPENDENT UPON THEIR "DISCARDING" OF THE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE.

That for many Catholic mystics the "mystical experience" is considered to be some sort of an approximation of death is indicated by statements from, for instance, St. Bernard, Meister Johannes Eckhart, and Dionysius the Areopagite, and the orthodoxy accepted attitudes concerning events in the lives of, for instance, St. Catherine of Genoa and St. Catherine of Siena. The simplest statement of the idea is probably Eckhart's: while speaking to God, who appeared to him as a naked and lovely boy, he asked where God was to be found, and received the answer "In departure from everything worldly."2

St. Bernard, in a more negative statement, said "Fasting, praying, keeping watch, undergoing disciplines, wearing hair shirts, sleeping on boards, etc., were all invented because there is continual opposition of the flesh to the spirit, the body threatens to overcome the spirit and there is an unending conflict between them."3 It seems to be a justifiable supposition that the rejection of consciousness by the mystics increases proportionately with the degree of dualism of the

1As expressed by Evelyn Underhill.


WORLD-VIEW: Dionysius, who, according to Cheney, tends to minimize "The role of the indwelling Christ," said, "We must be transported wholly out of ourselves and given unto God," and "You should in the purposive practice of mystic contemplation, escape the senses and lay aside the guidance of the intellect...escaing alike what is and what is not..." 2

The extent of Dionysius' dualism is far beyond that of the common "Being-Becoming" dichotomy: not only is all of that which forms the common denominator of the "Being-Becoming" dichotomy, viz., existence, rejected, but a category of "Non-existence" is created, and it is rejected also; that which constitutes the mystic's goal is so utterly removed from the ordinary world that it is unknowable, even by the soul. The use of negative statements and even paradox is reminiscent of Lao Tzu's statement, "He who knows does not speak; He who speaks does not know. Soften its light; Submerge its turmoil.--This is the mystic unity." 3 Dionysius, however, is more extreme than the Taoist; for instance, in his statement "...rise upward toward union with Him who is above all knowing

2 Cheney, Men Who Have Walked With God, p. 165.
AND ALL BEING, INEFFABILITY IS REPLACED BY UNKNOWABILITY, UNLESS "THE ESSENTIAL MYSTICAL DARKNESS, THE CLOUD OF UNKNOWING" INDICATES MERELY THE ABSENCE OF VERBAL KNOWLEDGE, WHICH SEEMS EXTREMELY DOUBTFUL. IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT BOTH OF THESE NEGATIVE POSITIONS, THAT WHICH CLEARLY ADVOCATES A MONISTIC FOLLOWING OF THE "WAY," AND THAT WHICH URGES THAT THE SOUL LEAVE BEHIND PHYSICAL EXISTENCE IN ITS ATTEMPTED APPREHENSION OF THE "DIVINE DARKNESS," RESEMBLE EACH OTHER IN THE DENIAL OF EXISTENCE IN THE "HIGHEST" (NOTHING), (THE TAO, AND GOD, RESPECTIVELY), WHILE IT IS MERELY THE PROPER "GOAL" OF THE MYSTIC IN WHICH THEY APPARENTLY DIFFER; THAT IS, THEY COULD BE SAID TO HAVE THE SAME METAPHYSICS, WHILE DIFFERING IN THEIR ETHICS.

UNDERHILL INDICATES THAT THE LIVES OF CERTAIN SAINTS REVEAL THE INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING: "...IN THE CASES OF ST. CATHERINE OF GENOA AND ST. CATHERINE OF SIENA IT WOULD SEEM THAT AS THEIR HEALTH BECAME FEEBLER AND THE NERVOUS INSTABILITY ALWAYS FOUND IN PERSONS OF GENIUS INCREASED, THEIR ECSTASIES BECAME MORE FREQUENT..." UNDERHILL ALSO QUOTES ST. THOMAS ON THIS SUBJECT, SAYING: "ST. THOMAS PROVES ECSTASIES (TRANCES) TO BE INEVITABLE... THE HIGHER OUR MIND IS RAISED TO THE CONTEMPLATION OF SPIRITUAL THINGS..." HE SAYS, "THE MORE IT IS ABSTRACTED FROM SENSIBLE THINGS... (BUT THE FINAL TERM TO WHICH

1 CHENEY, MEN WHO HAVE WALKED WITH GOD, P. 165.
2 UNDERHILL, MYSTICISM, P. 362.
Contemplation can possibly arrive is the divine substance. Therefore the mind that sees the divine substance must be totally divorced from the bodily senses; either by death or by some rapture. Cheney, a less dualistic commentator on the mystics, rather than exalting the state of trance or near death as the ultimate form of enlightenment, says that those mystics exemplified by St. Catherine of Sienna were extremists, given to penance and ecstatic visions and trances.

Although it is not entirely approved by the dualistic writers, a physically produced, and sensuously conscious, "ecstasy" is not considered by them to be wholly without value. It seems that the concept of "mono-ideism" is related in their minds to spirituality, since, "In the mystic, the idea which fills his life is so great a one—the idea of God—that in proportion as it is vivid, real, and intimate, it inevitably tends to monopolize the field of consciousness with the result that any experience that seems to be mono-ideistic, or to result from mono-ideism, is considered to be "spiritual" to a degree, regardless of its physical origin.

1. Underhill, Mysticism, p. 361
2. Cheney, Men Who Have Walked With God, p. 184
3. Underhill, Mysticism, p. 361
AND APPARENTLY SOMEWHAT SENSUOUS NATURE; SINCE (BY THEIR
LOGIC) TO EXCLUDE SENSATIONS NUMERICALLY IS TO APPROACH
THE TRANSCENDENT REALITY MORE CLOSELY.

Thus Boehme, and those others such as St. Ignatius Loyola
whose "MENTAL EYES" were opened to a superior understanding
by contemplation of a physical object, are considered to be
MYSTICS OF A MODERATE STATE OF ADVANCEMENT since it seems that
they, in the dualistic language, overcame sensuous perception
to a degree which enabled them to see the spiritual nature of
reality, although it was somewhat contaminated by the remain-
ing awareness of particular objects. Boehme reveals the dual
nature of the "union" as he understood it, in which the
finite entity retains its nature while being "DEIFIED" by the
presence of God, in statements such as the following:

"...If thou art born in God, then there is in thyself (in the
circle of thy life) the whole heart of God undivided" and
"...the soul (is) set in the Deity; the Deity penetrateth
through the soul, and dwelleth in the soul, yet the soul doth
not alter it (from being a soul) but only giveth it the

[Underhill considers Blake to be a member of this group
of "imperfectly dualistic" mystics; see p. 50 of this thesis.

2 Underhill, Mysticism, pp. 100-101.
DIVINE SOURCE (OR PROPERTY) OF THE MAJESTY. 1 Obviously
this is a less dualistic general world-view than that of the
mystics who hold the doctrine of emanations, since matter
and spirit are not held to be in absolute opposition. It is
this tendency toward monism that makes Boehme's conception of
unity insufficiently pure and separate for the dualists, while it is his failure to philosophically remove the distinction between body, soul, and God or the "oversoul," that
makes his doctrine not entirely acceptable to the "monistic
mystics." Nevertheless, many of his mystical statements,
that is, his descriptions of the mystical experience, have
been of great value to many such "monistic mystics." An
example of such a statement would be his statement that an
intensely perceived object led him to the ability to see
"the principles and deepest foundations of things." 2 It is
interesting to note that this idea appears also in the de-
scriptions of the first mystical experiences of John Foxe
and others.

Evelyn Underhill, in mysticism, seems to be one of the
most "valuable" writers on mysticism, because of the fullness
of her statement of the metaphysic which underlies her inter-
pretation of the experiences of the various subjects.

1 Underhill, Mysticism, p. 421.
2 Ibid., p. 59.
Considered, although she is very definite in her labelling of other attitudes as wrong, though the "chief enemy" varies, she at least treats her subject seriously enough to recognize that there are alternate possible interpretations of the meaning of "mysticism." The definition of mysticism which she depends in this book is given in the preface to the First Edition as follows:

Broadly speaking, I understand it to be the expression of the innate tendency of the human spirit towards complete harmony with the transcendental order; whatever be the theological formula under which that order is understood. This tendency in great mystics gradually captures the whole field of consciousness; it dominates their life and, in the experience called "mystic union," attains its end. Whether that end be called the God of Christianity, the World-soul of pantheism, the Absolute of philosophy, the desire to attain it and the movement towards it—so long as this is a genuine life process and not an intellectual speculation—is the proper subject of mysticism.

This generally neo-Platonic definition of mysticism, said to be "...its old meaning...the science or art of the spiritual life..." is opposed to such "abuses" of the word as its use "...as an excuse for every kind of occultism, for dilute transcendentalism, rapid symbolism, religious or aesthetic sentimentality, and bad metaphysics." Apparently, "every kind of occultism" is intended to include the oldest use of the word, i.e., the Greek use of it mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.

1 Underhill, *Mysticism*, p. XIV, XV.
2 Ibid., p. XIV.
3 Ibid., p. XIV.
Since the above definition depends upon the meaning "spiritual," Miss Underhill's definition of that must be shown; it clearly cannot be "naturalistic" in any sense, since she has said in the preface to the twelfth edition, "Determinism is more and more abandoned by its old friends the physicists—is no longer the chief enemy to a spiritual interpretation of life as is required by the experience of the mystics. It is rather a naturalistic monism, a shallow doctrine of immanence unbalanced by any adequate sense of transcendence, which now threatens to re-model theology in a sense which leaves no room for the noblest and purest reaches of the spiritual life." That the above definition was purely in the Neo-Platonic tradition is indicated by her statement that she has consistently believed "...that the facts of man's spiritual experience pointed to a limited dualism; a diagram which found place for his contrasting apprehension of absolute and contingent, being and becoming, simultaneous and successive. Further, that these facts involved the existence in him, too, of a certain doublessness, a higher and lower, natural and transcendental self..."
This "limited dualism" is apparently "limited" only in the way that the dualism of Plotinus is limited, viz., it is not one which says that people are entirely alien to the transcendent reality, which would obviate the possibility of a mystical experience, but one which is entirely supernatural, except that in the association of a "soul" with a body there is some sort of a gradation of reality. The "soul" to Underhill is apparently stretched between the "natural and transcedental" selves, since it is only the "apex of the soul" which the mystics have always insisted to be "the instrument of their special experience." Disregarding the degree to which the dualism is limited, it is worthwhile to note the way in which Underhill elaborates upon the subject of dualism in relation to mysticism. This reinstatement of the transcendent, the "Wholly Other," as the religious fact is perhaps the most fundamental of the philosophic changes which have directly affected the study of mysticism. "Closely connected with the transcendence of its (mysticism's) object are the following two doctrines: "First that mysticism can never be the whole content of religion. It requires to be embodied in some degree in history, dogma, and institutions. Secondly, that the antithesis between the religions of 'Authority' and of 'Spirit,' the 'Church' and

1 Underhill, *Mysticism*, p. ix
2 Ibid., p. ix
THE 'MYSTIC' IS FALSE." Since nothing in the assumption of a 'transcendent object' leads necessarily to these doctrines, it can be assumed at this point that a favorable treatment will be given to those mystics who remained within the church, while a less favorable treatment will be given the less orthodox individuals. This is clearly indicated by Miss Underhill's statement that "The 'exclusive' mystic, who abandons all outward forms and rejects the support of the religious complex, is an abnormality. He inevitably tends towards pantheism, and seldom exhibits in its richness the unitive life."  

In explaining the "characteristics of mysticism" Underhill gives four "rules" which can be used to "test" the validity of cases which claim "to rank amongst the mystics." They are intended especially to be reputations of two of William James' "four marks" of the mystic state, namely, "necrosis quality" and "passivity." The first "rule" is intended to distinguish the mystical experience from the simply mystical philosophy, i.e., Platonism. "If true mysticism is active and practical, not passive and theoretical,..." in developing this idea Underhill emphasized the well-

1. Underhill, Mysticism, PP. IX, X.

2. Ibid., P. XX.

3. Those who use the word in what seems to be its "true" or earliest meaning, i.e., in its radical signification, could also deny that the experience was ineffable and transient.
known distinction between the philosophies of Plato and Plotinus, viz., that Plato's "unity" was only an intellectual thing, a knowledge of the "truth," while that of Plotinus was an experiential thing, a "flight of the alone to the alone." Plotinus is said to be one of those (Platonic philosophers) who have passed far beyond the limits of their own philosophy and abandoned the making of diagrams for an experience, however imperfect, of the reality at which these diagrams hint. Plotinism says Underhill, "...is the reaction of the intellectualist upon mystical truth" and it is implied that in Plato's case the "mystic truth" was from a source other than himself.

The second "rule" is one which is very important to note for its implications concerning etnios, which contrast so sharply with the statements made by or about the "mystics" of the "naturalistic" sort.

Its (mysticism) aims are wholly transcendental and spiritual. It is in no way concerned with adding to, exploring, re-arranging, or improving anything in the visible universe. The mystic brushes aside that universe, even in its supernormal manifestations.

---

2. Underhill, Mysticism, pp. 83.
3. Ibid., pp. 83.
4. Ibid., p. 41.
The third "rule" seems to be merely a slight variation of the first; the changeless "...one is for the mystic, not merely the reality of all that is, but also a living and personal object of love; never an object of exploration."  

The fourth, however, offers some interesting facts concerning the "definite psychological experience" which is entailed by mysticism: the experience which is sometimes called "ecstasy," though Underhill prefers the words "unitive state," or the "mystic life proceeds," is defined only by its prerequisites, which are "the apprehension of God," "the passion for the Absolute," "an appropriate psychological make-up," "a nature capable of extraordinary concentration," "an exalted moral emotion," and "a nervous organization of the artistic type."  

Sheldon Cheney, in *Men Who Have Walked with God*, gives a definition of Christian mysticism which, though it applies to several famous mystics to some degree, seems to be determined by a consideration of Blake's mystical life.

---

2 Ibid., p. 91.  
3 Cheney, Sheldon, *Men Who Have Walked with God.*
IT IS DISTINCTLY NOT THE DEFINITION THAT WOULD BE GIVEN BY A WRITER OF THE TYPE OF EVELYN UNDERHILL, ALTHOUGH THAT TYPE WOULD AGREE WITH HIS STATEMENT THAT ORIENTAL MYSTICISM IS "NEGATIVE." "THE CHRISTIAN MYSTIC," CHENEY SAYS IN DEFINING THE MOTIVATION WHICH APPARENTLY IS FOR HIM THE EXPLANATION OF THE "BLAKEAN" CHARACTER OF CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM,

"WHILE LOSING NOTHING OF THE SUBLIMITY OF THE ABSTRACT UNION WITH THE ABSOLUTE AS KNOWN TO EASTERN SAGES, IS LIKELY TO SUBSTITUTE A 'CONTEMPLATION OF THE HEART'—BERNARD'S PHRASE—FOR INTELLECTUAL MEDITATION." THE CHRISTIAN FOUNDERS SUBSTITUTED, IN PLACE OF THE ABSTRACT ONE, A SYMPATHETIC GOD-FATHER.

AS OPPOSED TO THE MOTIVATION, CHENEY DESCRIBES THE CHARACTER, OR WHAT MIGHT BE CALLED THE "ETHIC," OF CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM: "TYPICALLY, THE CHRISTIAN MYSTIC CURBS THE INCLINATION TO SECLUSION,...HE FOLLOWS CONTEMPLATION WITH SERVICE, ABSTENTION WITH PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVE WORKS."

---

1 THAT CHENEY IS CLEARLY IN ERROR WHEN HE THUS OPPOSES CHRISTIAN TO "ORIENTAL"—LATER SPECIFIED AS BUDDHIST—MYSTICISM IS SEEN WHEN ONE NOTES THE GREAT STRESS GIVEN BY THE BUDDHISTS TO THE "MOTIVATION"—COMPASSION (KARUNA)—THAT "WITHHOLDS THE BODHISATTVĀ FROM NIRVĀNA," ZIMMER, PHILOSOPHIES OF INDIA, P. 451.

2 SEE FOOTNOTE P. 55 THE THESIS; THIS, THOUGH A DISTINCTLY NON-BLKEAN IDEA, IS CONSONANT WITH CHENEY'S INTERPRETATION OF BLAKE.

3 CHENEY, MEN WHO HAVE WALKED WITH GOD, P. 143.

4 Ibid., P. 143.

5 Ibid., P. 143.
"**From the first mystics among the Apostles to that latest Christian mystic poet (Blake) whose hand never rested from my endeavour to restore the golden age**, to restore the age when man finds *eternity in an hour*—from first to last the great Christian mystics stayed out their lifetimes in the current of mortal occupations, they have returned... to illumine that corner of the earth about them, or it may be a whole nation or realm, with light from their visions and their understanding.

"**Christian mysticism implies less retreat from the world, a withdrawal into the light of the Divine, than an enlargement of the mortal horizon and a mission among men to reveal to them the joy of knowing eternal life in the midst of mortal affairs.**"¹ Cheney shows Buddhism to be a religion that induces "an admirable social ethic, but only as incidental along a path of personal mystic experience." He says that the end of that path is "**nirvana, or extinction of self-hood in the ocean of eternal divinity.**"²


²Ibid., p. 144.

"**Etymologically, "nirvana" can be considered to mean simply "without the forest," with possibly the implication of the colloquial English "out of the woods": nir, "without"² and vana, "the forest."**"³ Zimmer, *Philosophies of India*, p. 548 and 44. The popular meaning "snuffed out" is somewhat doubtful when the roots nir and va, respectively, "without" (or "un") and "breath"—"without being blown" are considered. Zimmer, p. 183.

---
Cheney continues the discussion of the relation of Buddhism to Christianity with the somewhat Blakean statement, "There is a negative aspect to the Buddhist faith, a denial of the importance of life in the world, which is fundamentally different from the message that can be read in the words, and the life of Jesus."¹ That the difference is mainly one of degree is indicated by his summary: "Nevertheless the Christian faith advances a way of life not unlike the Buddhist in...its position of Divine immersion or communion as the highest good in mortal life."²

It is in accord with the incompleteness of Cheney's dualism that he is concerned with the mystical experience as a means to the end of social well-being.³

Alfred Kazin's discussion of Christian mysticism⁴ should be especially valuable to this chapter, since it seems to be written with at least a fair amount of objectivity, while Kazin is a very well-known Blakean scholar. Christian

---

¹Cheney, Men Who Have Walked With God, p. 144.
²Ibid., p. 144.
³Ibid., p. 144.
MYSTICISM, HE SAYS,

**IS FOUNDED ON DUALISM. IT IS ROOTED IN THE BELIEF THAT MAN IS A BATTLEGROUND BETWEEN THE SPIRIT AND THE FLESH, BETWEEN THE TEMPTATIONS OF EARTH AND GOD AS THE HIGHEST GOD. THE MYSTIC WAY IS THE LOGICAL AND EXTREME MANIFESTATION OF THE SPIRITUAL WILL, OBEDIENT TO A FAITH IN SUPERNATURAL AUTHORITY, TO THROW OFF THE BODY AND FIND AN ULTIMATE RELEASE IN THE GODHEAD. CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM IS BASED UPON A MORTIFICATION OF THE BODY SO ABSOLUTE THAT IT ATTAINS A CONDITION OF ECSTASY. TO THE MYSTIC, GOD IS THE NUCLEUS OF THE CREATION, AND MAN IN HIS EARTHLY LIFE IS A DISLODGED ATOM THAT MUST FIND ITS WAY BACK. THE MYSTIC BEGINS WITH SUBMISSION TO A DIVINE ORDER, WHICH HE ACCEPTS WITH SUCH CONVICTION THAT EARTHLY LIFE BECOMES NOTHING TO HIM. HE LIVES ONLY FOR THE JOURNEY OF THE SOUL THAT WILL TAKE HIM AWAY, UPWARD TO GOD. WHAT WOULD BE PHYSICAL PAIN TO OTHERS, TO HIM IS PURGATION.

OF COURSE, THERE ARE SEVERAL WEAKNESSES IN THIS SORT OF GENERALIZATION, INCLUDING THE OMISSION OF DEFINITIONS FOR SUCH TERMS AS "ECSTASY," ESPECIALLY WITH REFERENCE TO THE DIFFERENT CHRISTIAN BELIEFS CONCERNING THAT DOCTRINE, AND THE IMPLICATION THAT THERE IS ONLY ONE SIMPLE DEGREE OF DUALISM, BESIDES THE NECESSARY NEGLECT OF EVEN THE MOST IMPORTANT NON-CHRISTIAN MYSTICISMS, BUT IT DOES SERVE THE IMPORTANT FUNCTION OF PROVIDING A FAIRLY OBJECTIVE OVER-ALL VIEW OF THE SUBJECT BY ONE WHO IS APPARENTLY AN "OUTSIDER."

A NINETEENTH CENTURY PSYCHOLOGIST, ERNST MACH, IN WRITING AN EPistemology FOR SCIENTISTS** (THE FIRST CHAPTER OF WHICH IS CALLED "ANTIMETAPHYSICAL"), USED THE "FACTS" OF THE

---

"LIBERAL" MYSTICAL TRADITION, VIZ., ELIMINATION OF THE "THEORETICAL" SELF, BUT NOT OF THE SENSE-CONSCIOUSNESS. AFFIRMATION OF DREAMS AS "VALID KNOWLEDGE," AND DENIAL OF THE PLATONISTS' "REALM OF ETERNAL IDEAL EXISTENCES," BUT SEEMS NOT TO HAVE USED THEM AS THE BASIS FOR A "PSYCHOTHERAPY" (WITH A GOAL OF HIGHER, MORE INTENSE CONSCIOUSNESS, RATHER THAN OF "NORMALITY"), AS THE BUDDHISTS, FOR INSTANCE, HAVE DONE. EDWIN G. BORING,1 IN EXPLAINING MACH'S IDEAS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE WORLD, SAID "SENSATIONS ARE NOT OBSERVED; THEY ARE GIVEN. BEING GIVEN, THEY CANNOT BE SHOWN TO BE IN ERROR. ILLUSIONS ARE "ILLUSORY": THERE ARE NONE, OR RATHER, THE STRAIGHT ROD THRUST INTO WATER IS BENT, AND IF THERE BE ANY ILLUSION, IT IS THAT THE ROD IS STILL STRAIGHT. THERE IS NO EGO; THERE ARE ONLY SENSORY DATA. IF WE SAY 'IT LIGHTENS,' WE OUGHT ALSO TO SAY, "IT THINKS"; COGITAT, NOT COGITAT. "THE WORLD CONSISTS ONLY OF OUR SENSATIONS." DREAMS ARE AS VALID KNOWLEDGE AS PERCEPTION.2 ALL THAT IS ELIMINATED IN THIS DENIAL OF THE EXISTENCE OF "EGO" IS THE ABSTRACT CONCEPTION OF CONSCIOUSNESS; "CONSCIOUSNESS IS HERE CONSIDERED TO BE AN "UNBOUNDED" SYSTEM OF SENSATIONS.

1 BORING, A HISTORY OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.
2 Ibid., p. 390.
AND THE TENDENCY TO GIVE CONSCIOUS VALUE TO ASSUMPTIONS OF
NON-TEMPORAL EXISTENCES, EITHER "OUTSIDE" ("THE WORLD CON-
SISTS..." ETC.) OR "INSIDE" ("THERE IS NO EGO...") IS
REJECTED, AND, OF COURSE, THIS INCLUDES THE PLATONIC IDEA
OF "ETERNAL IDEAL EXISTENCES" AND THE DUALISTS' BELIEF IN
A SOUL DISTINCT FROM THE BODY. ¹

A VERY DIFFERENT ATTITUDE WILL BE DISCUSSED NEXT, AS A
CONTRAST FOR THE PURPOSE OF SHOWING THAT AN OPPOSITION EXISTS
BETWEEN THE FACTS OF MONISTIC MYSTICISM AND THOSE OF DUALISTIC
MYSTICISM; AND THAT THIS OPPOSITION MIGHT BE BASED ON DIFFER-
ENT ATTITUDES TOWARDS SYMBOLS, SYMBOLS BEING "THINGS" THE
PECULIAR NATURE OF WHICH IS IgnORED, IN FAVOR OF THEIR
"MEANING," THAT IS, ANOTHER "THING" WHICH IS, BY A MENTAL
PROCESS, ASSOCIATED WITH THE FIRST.²

AN ATTEMPT TO DEFINE "MYSTICISM" PHILOSOPHICALLY HAS
BEEN MADE BY A WELL-KNOWN CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHER, CHARLES
MORRIS, IN AN ESSAY CALLED "COMMENTS ON MYSTICISM AND ITS
LANGUAGE,"² IN WHICH HE EXPLAINS HIS BELIEF THAT THE CON-
CEPT OF LANGUAGE—BASED ON MENTAL INTERPRETATION"³ IS
ESSENTIAL TO THE UNDERSTANDING OF ART, MYTHS, MAGIC, THE
TOTEI, RELIGION, PRESTIGE, RACE PREJUDICE, AND THE COMPLEX
TYPES OF PERCEPTION"³ AS WELL AS MYSTICISM.⁴

¹SEE CHAPTER III, SECOND SECTION, THIS THESIS.
²HAYAKAWA, S. L. (ED.), LANGUAGE, MEANING AND MATURITY,
³IBID., CHAPTER BY CHARLES MORRIS, "COMMENTS ON MYSTIC-
ISM AND ITS LANGUAGE," P. 297.
MORRIS' EXPLANATION OF LANGUAGE AS THE BASIS OF MYSTICISM

RESTS UPON HIS IDEA OF "THE ROLE-TAKING FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE": IT IS HIS BELIEF THAT BY MEANS OF "...LANGUAGE ONE CAN SYMBOLIZE TIMES AND PLACES OTHER THAN THE HERE AND NOW, AND PERSONS AND THINGS OTHER THAN THE SPEAKER HIMSELF"1 AND, IN A SENSE, "BECOME" THE THINGS WHICH ARE "SIGNIFIED." THE POINT TO BE STRESSED, HE SAYS, "...IS THAT IN THIS SOCIALLY DERIVED PROCESS OF ROLE-TAKING ONE CAN BECOME SYMBOLICALLY AN OBJECT OTHER THAN THE SELF OF THE HERE AND NOW."2

ACCORDING TO HIS THEORY, "...THIS SIMULTANEOUS, OR NEARLY SIMULTANEOUS, AROUSAL OF THE COMPLEX AND OFTEN CONTRADICTORY ROLE-TAKING PROCESSES MADE POSSIBLE BY LANGUAGE CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE."3

1HAYAKAWA, LANGUAGE, MEANING AND MATURITY; MORRIS, "COMMENTS ON MYSTICISM AND ITS LANGUAGE," P. 298.

2IBID., P. 298. THE FALLACY OF THESE IDEAS SHOULD BE OBVIOUS: A THING WHICH MEANS "FAR AWAY" OR "NEAR BY" IS A DIFFERENT THING FROM HUMAN CONSCIOUS EXISTENCE IN A CERTAIN LOCATION; AND EVEN IF POSSESSION OF A SYMBOL WERE EQUIVALENT TO POSSESSION OF THE EXISTENCE REPRESENTED BY THE SYMBOL, THE QUALITY OF SUBJECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS MUST, BY DEFINITION, BE DESCRIBED (WHEN REFERRING TO ITS LOCATION, WITHOUT "OBJECTIFYING" IT, OR DESCRIBING IT RELATIONALLY) BY THE WORD "HERE"; "NOT HERE," AS MORRIS FAILS TO SEE, IS PURELY A RELATIONAL STATEMENT, GIVING THE LOCATION OF AN OBJECT WHICH IS EXTRANEOUS TO THE CONSCIOUS SPEAKER. IT CAN BE SEEN, THEREFORE, THAT THE MOST EXTREME MODIFICATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS THAT COULD BE OBTAINED BY THIS METHOD WOULD BE THE POSSESSION OF THE "EXISTENCE REPRESENTED BY THE SYMBOL" (WHICH IS DENIED ABOVE), THE POSSESSION OF AN "EXISTENT" ENVIRONMENT MADE UP BY THE "EXISTENCES" "CARRIED WITHIN" THE SYMBOLS. OF COURSE, IF SYMBOLS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE TRANSCENDENTALLY VALUABLE, THE SHIFT OF CONSCIOUSNESS FROM SENSUOUS REALITY TO A "WORLD OF SYMBOLS" MIGHT BE CONSIDERED TO BE SUFFICIENTLY VALUABLE TO DESERVE THE NAME "MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE." 4

3HAYAKAWA, P. 299.
The experience of seeing ordinary objects through symbolic eyes enlarged by cosmic wandering is "liberating," according to Morris; "Einstein has testified to this, and has even spoken of it as 'the power of all true art and science.' Whether the experience is liberating or not depends upon one's conception of "freedom," but the rest of Morris' statement is decidedly false; what Einstein spoke of as the "mystical feeling," the "power," etc., was simply a non-dogmatic perception of the universe, or reality. That his attitude was entirely contradictory to that ascribed to him by Morris is indicated by his own analysis of his mental activity.

"The words or the language, as they are written or spoken, do not seem to play any role in my mechanism of thought."

"Conventional words or other signs have to be sought for laboriously only in a secondary stage..." In a stage when words intervene at all... they interfere only in a secondary stage..." Morris also claims that "the psychologist, A. H. Maslow, has found it (the "symbolic experience") to be present in some degree in persons of maximum creativity and psychological health," and that it is "...available in varying degrees


2 Ibid., p. 43.
TO ALL PERSONS, REGARDLESS OF THEIR SCIENTIFIC AND PHILO-
SOPHICAL COMMITMENTS.1 The truth in this case is that
MASLOW CLEARLY AND EXPLICITLY SAID THAT THE "MYSTICAL" CON-
SCIOUSNESS APPEARS ONLY IN THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE BEEN
"LIBERATED" FROM THE EFFECTS OF LANGUAGE AND SYMBOLS, THAT
THE BRAIN-INJURED AND NEUROTICS ARE TYPICALLY LIMITED TO
"SYMBOLIC" UNDERSTANDING OF REALITY, AND THAT "PHILOSOPHICAL
COMMITMENTS" ARE INTEGRALLY RELATED TO THE FREQUENCY AND IN-
TENSITY, AND EVEN TO THE VERY EXISTENCE OF THE MYSTICAL EX-
PERIENCE. THESE ATTITUDES WILL BE MORE FULLY DISCUSSED IN
THE FOLLOWING SECTION ON MASLOW, AND AN ALTERNATE FORM, VIZ.,
THAT THE "MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE" MAY HAVE AN ARTIFICIAL (OR
"CHEMICAL"), RATHER THAN AN EXCLUSIVELY NATURAL (OR "PSYCHO-
LOGICAL") ORIGIN, AS REPRESENTED BY ALDOUS HUXLEY, WILL THEN
BE DISCUSSED, WHILE THE RELATION BETWEEN "PHILOSOPHICAL COM-
MITMENTS" AND "NATURAL SOURCES" WILL BE CONSIDERED AGAIN IN
CHAPTER THREE.

As H. MASLOW, A PSYCHOLOGIST WHO HAS SPENT MUCH TIME IN
THE STUDY OF WHAT HE CONSIDERS TO BE PEOPLE IN AN EXTREMELY
RARE CONDITION OF COMPLETE PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH, SAYS THAT
FOR THESE SUBJECTS, "THOSE SUBJECTIVE EXPRESSIONS THAT HAVE
BEEN CALLED THE MYSTIC EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIBED SO WELL BY
WILLIAM JAMES ARE A FAIRLY COMMON EXPERIENCE..."2 HE SAYS

1 HAYAKAWA, LANGUAGE, MEANING AND MATURITY, P. 301-302.
2 MASLOW, A. H., MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY, (NEW YORK,
1954), P. 216.
THAT THESE EXPERIENCES ARE RELATED TO THE STRONG, FREE EMOTIONS WHICH ARE TYPICAL OF HIS SUBJECTS. REMINISCENT OF THE FAMOUS IDEAS OF "MYSTIC MARRIAGE" OR "SACRED BETROTHAL," BUT WITH THE DIFFERENCE THAT HIS SUBJECTS ARE SPEAKING FROM A POINT OF VIEW OPPOSITE TO THAT OF THE FAMOUS MYSTICS, MASLOW SAYS, "MY INTEREST AND ATTENTION IN THIS SUBJECT (MYSTICISM) WAS FIRST ENLISTED BY SEVERAL OF MY SUBJECTS WHO DESCRIBED THEIR SEXUAL ORGASMS IN VAGUELY FAMILIAR TERMS WHICH LATER I REMEMBERED HAD BEEN USED BY VARIOUS WRITERS TO DESCRIBE WHAT THEY CALLED THE MYSTIC EXPERIENCE." MORE SPECIFICALLY, HE SAYS, "THERE WERE THE SAME FEELINGS OF LIMITLESS HORIZONS OPENING UP TO THE VISION, THE FEELING OF BEING SIMULTANEOUSLY MORE POWERFUL AND ALSO MORE HELPLESS THAN ONE EVER WAS BEFORE, THE FEELING OF GREAT ECSTASY AND WONDER AND AWE, THE LOSS OF PLACING IN TIME AND SPACE WITH, FINALLY, THE CONVICTION THAT SOMETHING EXTREMELY IMPORTANT AND VALUABLE HAS HAPPENED, SO THAT THE SUBJECT IS TO SOME EXTENT TRANSFORMED AND STRENGTHENED EVEN IN HIS DAILY LIFE BY SUCH EXPERIENCE." 

1See St.Teresa's "SPIRITUAL MARRIAGE," Underhill, MYSTICISM, P. 138, and THE "MYSTIC MARRIAGE" OF ST. CATHERINE OF SIENA, Ibid., P. 291 ; FOR EXAMPLE, ST. CATHERINE BELIEVED THAT SHE CONSTANTLY WORE A RING OF GOLD ON HER FINGER, GIVEN TO HER BY JESUS "...UNTIL THOU CELEBRATE THE ETERNAL Nuptial With Me In Heaven..." Ibid., P. 291. In Evelyn Underhill's words, "OUR ATTAINMENT OF THE ABSOLUTE IS NOT A ONE-SIDED AMBITION, BUT THE FULFILLMENT OF A MUTUAL DESIRE." Ibid., P. 133.

2MASLOW, MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY, P. 216.
REVEALING HIMSELF TO BE, IN GENERAL, ALLIED WITH THOSE CALLED BY UNDERHILL "MONISTS AND PHILOSOPHIC NATURALISTS." MASLOW SAYS, "IT IS QUITE IMPORTANT TO DISASSOCIATE THIS EXPERIENCE FROM ANY THEOLOGICAL OR SUPERNATURAL REFERENCE, EVEN THOUGH FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS THEY HAVE BEEN LINKED. NONE OF OUR SUBJECTS SPONTANEOUSLY MADE ANY SUCH TIE-UP." HE SUGGESTS THAT RENAMING IT "THE OCEANIC FEELING" (FREUD'S TERM FOR IT) WOULD HELP TO REMOVE ANY IMPLICATION OF THE SUPERNATURAL FROM IT.

ANOTHER ATTITUDE TOWARD THE MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE THAT SEEMS TO BE COMMON AMONG THE "MONISTS" IS THAT IT CAN OCCUR IN VARYING INTENSITIES. "THE THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE HAS GENERALLY ASSUMED AN ABSOLUTE QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MYSTIC EXPERIENCE AND ALL OTHERS. AS SOON AS IT IS DIVORCED FROM SUPERNATURAL REFERENCE AND STUDIED AS A NATURAL PHENOMENON, IT BECOMES POSSIBLE TO PLACE THE MYSTIC EXPERIENCE ON A QUANTITATIVE CONTINUUM FROM INTENSE TO MILD." ON THE BASIS OF THIS,

1E. G. LEUBA, WHO BELIEVES THAT "LIFE, MORE LIFE, A LARGER, RICHER, MORE SATISFYING LIFE, IS IN THE LAST ANALYSIS THE END OF RELIGION" (THE MONIST, JULY, 1901, P. 572.) COLIN WILSON'S POSITION (SEE CHAPTER 11) IS PRACTICALLY IDENTICAL WITH THIS.

2MASLOW, MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY, P. 216.

3SEE COMMENTS BY HUXLEY, PP. 37-43 IN THIS THESIS.

4MASLOW, MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY, P. 216.
OF THIS ATTITUDE HE INDICATES THAT THE "MILD MYSTIC EXPERIENCE" OCCURS IN MANY OR EVEN MOST PERSONS, AND THAT A "FAVORED INDIVIDUAL" WILL EXPERIENCE IT MANY TIMES A DAY.\(^1\) THE ACUTE MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE IS, HE SAYS, "A TREMENDOUS INTENSIFICATION OF ANY EXPERIENCES IN WHICH THERE IS LOSS OF SELF OR TRANSCENDANCE OF IT,\(^2\) FOR INSTANCE, INTENSE SENSUOUS EXPERIENCE. IT MAY EVEN BE THAT THE SO-CALLED MYSTIC EXPERIENCE IS THE PERFECT AND EXTREME EXPRESSION OF...FULL APPRECIATION OF ALL THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARTICULAR PHENOMENON.\(^3\)

MASLOW BELIEVES, AS HUXLEY DOES, THAT LANGUAGE (AND ITS ASSOCIATED ABSTRACTION AND ASSOCIATIVE REASONING) LIMITS THE EXPERIENCING OF THE "OCEANIC FEELING": "IT IS A SCREEN BETWEEN REALITY AND THE HUMAN BEING,"\(^4\) "IT IS...VERY OBVIOUSLY AND FRANKLY A MEANS...FOR DULLING THE PERCEPTIONS..."\(^5\) TO OVERCOME THE LIMITING EFFECTS OF LANGUAGE AND AN EDUCATION WHICH IS CONCERNED MAINLY WITH MEMORY ("FOR TOO MUCH OCCUPIED WITH INTELLECTUAL ANALYSIS,"\(^6\) MASLOW SAYS THAT IT IS NECESSARY

---

\(^{1}\) MASLOW, MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY, P216, 217.

\(^{2}\) IBID., P. 217.

\(^{3}\) IBID., P. 286.

\(^{4}\) IBID., P. 289.

\(^{5}\) IBID., P. 289.

\(^{6}\) WHITEHEAD, ALFRED NORTH, MODES OF THOUGHT, (N.Y., 1938), P. 316.
TO BE CONCERNED WITH "...FRESH EXPERIENCES, WITH CONCRETE AND PARTICULAR REALITIES,"¹

AS CHENEY AND HUXLEY DO, MASLOW BELIEVES THAT THE MYSTICAL SORT OF CONSCIOUSNESS CAN HAVE TREMENDOUS EFFECTS ON SOCIETY; HE DESCRIBES A SOCIETY CONSTITUTED ENTIRELY OF PEOPLE WHO RESEMBLE HIS "SUBJECTS" AND GIVES HIS OPINION THAT IT COULD BE THE BEST SOCIETY POSSIBLE. IN THIS SOCIETY "...THE DEEPEST LAYERS OF HUMAN NATURE COULD SHOW THEMSELVES WITH GREAT EASE,"²

FINALLY, THE INTERRELATIONS OF "INTELLECTUAL INTOXICATION," WHICH IT SEEMS MIGHT ALSO BE CALLED "BIOLOGICAL," "PSYCHOLOGICAL," OR "SENSORY" INTOXICATION, WITH CERTAIN KINDS OF CHEMICAL INTOXICATION, AND THEIR CONTRASTS TO SYMBOLIC, DUALISTIC, AND "TRANSCENDENT" "MYSTICAL EXPERIENCES," WILL BE ILLUSTRATED BY A DISCUSSION OF THE ENTIRE SUBJECT BY ANOTHER "MONISTIC-NATURALISTIC" MYSTIC, ALDOUS HUXLEY.

ALDOUS HUXLEY, WHO HAS SHOWN A BLAKEAN INFLUENCE IN HIS WRITINGS FOR SEVERAL DECADES (E.G., THE CICADAS, AND OTHER POEMS), GIVES IN THE DOORS OF PERCEPTION A DESCRIPTION OF HIS PERSONAL CHEMICALLY INDUCED "MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE," WHICH, HE IS CONVINCED, RESEMBLES THE EXPERIENCES OF BLAKE, Whose "MENTAL SPECIES," HE BELIEVES, "...IS FAIRLY WIDELY DISTRIBUTED

¹MASLOW, MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY, P. 285.
²IBID., P. 350.
Even in the urban-industrial societies of the present day, although Huxley believes himself to be a poor subject for the experiment (which began with the taking of four-tenths of a gram of mescaline, the synthetically produced form of the drug which is found naturally in the Aztec's plant-god Peyote, and which is biochemically similar to that found in the other Aztec plant-god, Teonanácatl), saying that he had "always been a poor visualizer," and that his mental images "have little substance and absolutely no autonomous life of their own," the intensity of the experience was apparently sufficient to cause him to alter some of his theories of religion and metaphysics toward a more complete agreement with those of Blake. Huxley describes the mystical experience both indirectly and directly, that is, he limits the field of mysticism by discrediting dualism, and he describes the experience of seeing "infinity" in the world of material objects. Among his somewhat negative demonstrations of the nature of mysticism is a comment on Plato:

"Plato seems to have made the enormous, the grotesque mistake of separating being from becoming and identifying it with

2Ibid., p. 15
THE MATHEMATICAL ABSTRACTION OF THE IDEA, HE COULD NEVER, POOR FELLOW, HAVE SEEN A BUNCH OF FLOWERS SHINING WITH THEIR OWN INNER LIGHT AND ALL BUT QUIVERING UNDER THE PRESSURE OF THE SIGNIFICANCE WITH WHICH THEY WERE CHARGED; COULD NEVER HAVE PERCEIVED THAT WHAT ROSE AND IRIS AND CARNATION SO INTENSELY SIGNIFIED WAS NOTHING MORE, AND NOTHING LESS, THAN WHAT THEY WERE—A TRANSCIENCE THAT WAS YET ETERNAL LIFE...1

Thus Huxley uses a sort of Platonic language to completely deny Plato's main doctrine, i.e., that there is a higher order of being which is perfect and unchanging, which was the basis for most of the subsequent Western philosophy and, therefore, of Western mysticism until the rise of Western pantheism and pantheistic mysticism came with such philosophers as Benedict Spinoza.

It is because of his perception of a long tradition of erroneous philosophy and false mysticism in the west that Huxley turns, in this book, to the Orient for most of the examples of historic parallels to his experience. This attitude is summed up in the statement:

In their art no less than in their religion, the Taoists and the Zen Buddhists looked through the void at "the ten thousand things" of objective reality. Because of their doctrine of the Word made flesh, Christians should have been able, from the first, to adopt a similar attitude towards the universe around them. But because of the doctrine of

1Huxley, The Doors of Perception, pp. 17, 18.
THE FALL, THEY FOUND IT VERY HARD TO DO SO. AS RECENTLY AS THREE HUNDRED YEARS AGO AN EXPRESSION OF THOROUGH-GOING WORLD DENIAL AND EVEN WORLD CONDEMNATION WAS BOTH ORTHODOX AND COMPREHENSIBLE.

IN A MORE POSITIVE MOOD, HUXLEY REVEALS WHAT MUST BE DONE TO ACHIEVE THE "REAL" MYSTIC CONSCIOUSNESS, OR, IT COULD BE SAID, WHAT MUST BE DONE TO OVERCOME THE FALSE PERCEPTION WHICH IS ASSOCIATED WITH A DUALISTIC ATTITUDE: IT IS SIMPLY THAT "...WE MUST PRESERVE AND, IF NECESSARY, INTENSIFY OUR AGILITY TO LOOK AT THE WORLD DIRECTLY AND NOT THROUGH THAT HALF-OPAQUE MEDIUM OF CONCEPTS, WHICH DISTORTS EVERY GIVEN FACT INTO THE ALL TOO FAMILIAR LIKENESS OF SOME GENERIC LABEL OR EXPLANATORY ABstraction."  

CONCERNING HIS "LOOKING AT THE WORLD DIRECTLY," HUXLEY SAYS, "...NOW I KNOW CONTEMPLATION AT ITS HEIGHT," AND "MY ACTUAL EXPERIENCE HAD BEEN, WAS STILL, OF AN INDEFINITE DURATION OR ALTERNATIVELY OF A PERPETUAL PRESENT MADE UP OF ONE CONTINUALLY CHANGING APOCALYPSE." AGAIN, WHILE LOOKING

1 HUXLEY, THE DOORS OF PERCEPTION, P. 27.  
2 Ibid., P. 74.  
3 Ibid., P. 41.  
4 Note the striking similarity to Blake's comment, "A VISION OF THE ETERNAL NOW" (Keynes, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, P. 720) concerning Lavater's aphorism: "Whatever is visible to the vessel...of the invisible past, present, future...as man penetrates to this more, or perceives it less, he raises or depresses his dignity of being." P. 77. THIS THESIS.  
AT THE FLOWERS (MENTIONED ABOVE IN CONNECTION WITH HIS
CRITICISM OF PLATO) WHICH SHONE "WITH THEIR OWN INNER LIGHT,"
HE WAS CONSCIOUS OF THEM AS "A BUNDLE OF MINUTE, UNIQUE
PARTICULARS, IN WHICH WAS TO BE SEEN THE DIVINE SOURCE OF
ALL EXISTENCE," AND SAID CONCERNING "THE BEATIFICO VISION,
SAT CHIT ANANDA, BEING-AWARENESS-BLISS." "FOR THE FIRST TIME
I UNDERSTOOD, NOT ON THE VERBAL LEVEL, NOT BY INCOHATE HINTS
OR AT A DISTANCE, BUT PRECISELY AND COMPLETELY WHAT THOSE
PRODIGIOUS SYLLABLES REFERRED TO." ALTHOUGH SOME PEOPLE IN
APPROXIMATELY THE SAME CIRCUMSTANCES WILL EXPERIENCE EXTRA-
SENSORY PERCEPTIONS, AND SOME WILL "DISCOVER A WORLD OF VI-
SIONARY BEAUTY." (HE SAYS CONCERNING THIS FACT. "LIKE MESCOALIN
TAKERS, MANY MYSTICS PERCEIVE SUPERNATURALLY BRILLIANT COLORS,
NOT ONLY WITH THE INWARD EYE, BUT EVEN IN THE OBJECTIVE WORLD
AROUND THEM," THE MORE INTENSE FORMS OF EXPERIENCE AS DESCRIB-
ED BY HIM SEEM TO BE OF THE MOST VALUE FOR AN UNDERSTANDING

1SEE P* OF THIS THESIS.
2HUXLEY, THE DOORS OF PERCEPTION, P* 18.
3IBID, P* 18.
4IBID, P* 27.

1Huxley, The Doors of Perception, p. 29.
WORLD IN GENERAL, AND WHICH WAS REVEALED IN HUXLEY BY AN UNINTENTIONAL SELF-CONTRADICTION) OF THE MESCALIN TAKER. HUXLEY IS CONVINCED THAT THE CHEMICALLY INDUCED "MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE" CAUSES A PERMANENT, AND BENEFICIAL, CHANGE IN THE ETHICAL BELIEFS AND FUNCTIONING OF THE SUBJECT.

\[\text{Huxley, The Doors of Perception, p. 71}^1\]
CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS OF THE SCHOLARSHIP WHICH CONSIDERS
BLAKE'S MYSTICISM

The writings which consider Blake as a "mystic" can be
divided, as "Philosophizing" in general can, into the catego-
ries of (1) emotionally treated discussions of what is
apparently a conventional association between the object
(Blake's works) and the label ("mystic") which discussions
offer nothing more than information concerning the author;
(2) mainly rational applications of standard definitions
(either "colloquial" or "scholarly") to the object, which
are valuable only if a highly specific ("scholarly") defini-
tion is shown to be positively applicable, since to "define"
an object by indicating that it is outside a very limited-
class is much less accurate than the inexact method of
indicating that it is within a very broad class (the
"colloquial definition," which in the case of "mysticism" is
especially broad because of its confusion with "mystery,"
that is, anything unfamiliar), and (3) considerations of the
given (perceptual) realities of the object, with the applica-
tion of a label which has approximately accurate etymological
implications, and from which all irrelevant meanings have
been eliminated. In general, studies which were published
BEFORE 1915 CAN BE INCLUDED IN THE FIRST CATEGORY, SINCE THE
STUDY OF MYSTICISM SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN OF A VERY VAGUE NATURE
UP TO THAT TIME, AND IN THE SECOND CATEGORY CAN BE INCLUDED
THOSE STUDIES WHICH CLASS BLAKE AS A "MYSTIC," A "NON-MYSTIC,"
OR "AN EXAMPLE OF PSYCHIC PRINCIPLE" (E.G., "SUBLIMATION"),
EITHER ENTIRELY WITHOUT DEFINITION OF THE TERM OR WITH A
DEFINITION WHICH HAS NO DISCOVERABLE REFERENCE TO OBSERVABLE
REALITY, THAT IS, WHICH IS NOT APPLICABLE TO BLAKE.1 THE
FACT THAT THE THIRD CATEGORY IS USED WHEN THE SECOND CATE-
GORY CONTAINS THE POSSIBILITY OF A SATISFACTORY EXPLANATION
OF BLAKE IMPLIES THAT THERE IS NO "STANDARD" DEFINITION WHICH
CAN BE APPLIED CORRECTLY TO BLAKE'S POSITION; ONLY ONE OF THIS
GROUP USES THE WORD "MYSTICISM" IN DESCRIBING BLAKE, AND IN
THAT CASE THE WORD IS APPARENTLY USED IN THAT "UNUSUAL,"
"FUNCTIONAL," RATHER THAN SUPERNATURAL, SENSE USED BY THE
GREEK MYSTERIES AND MASLOW, AND APPLIED TO BUDDHISM AND OTHER
SOCIA LLY ORIEN TED "CULTS."

SINCE THE FIRST GROUP HAS BEEN DESIGNATED AS "UNRELATED,"
IT WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO MENTION THE NAMES OF TYPICAL AUTHORS
AND THEIR BOOKS, WITH COMMENTS WHERE NECESSARY.

1 IT IS THEREFORE SUGGESTED THAT THE BLAKE STUDIES IN THE
SECOND CATEGORY ARE WITHOUT VALUE, SINCE IT IS NOT GRANTED
THAT ANY "SCHOLARLY" (AS OPPOSED TO "COLOQUIAL") DEFINI-
TION IS "POSITIVELY APPLICABLE" TO BLAKE'S WORKS.
ADALINE BUTTERWORTH'S *WILLIAM BLAKE: MYSTIC* is an ultimate example of irrelevant, though enthusiastic, discourse, supposedly upon the subject of the title.

Neither Gardner nor Selincourt reveal what could be considered a substantial grasp of Blake's "meaning."

Edwin Ellis, in *The Real Blake*, expatiates energetically, as do those mentioned above, mainly in verbose insanities, yet certain of his statements are not entirely without value, for instance: "to attain... inspiration is the duty of all who can do so..." and "in heaven all is brotherhood, in eternity all is vision... there is a socialism of the soul... and communism of property..." Supporting analysis, however, is lacking.

The introduction of the Chatto and Windus edition of *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell* contains the somewhat interesting statement: "Blake believed that he knew the secret, and possessed the faculty of obtaining more than a

1 (Liverpool, 1911*)
2 Gardner, *Vision and Venture* (N.Y., P., 1911*)
3 Selincourt, Basil, *William Blake* (New York, 1909*)
4 (New York, 1907*)

Ellis' rather active mind produced such samples as the following, which elaborates upon the idea of mental activity, or "This is Christendom": "Blake coined a term for it ("virtual velocity") himself. It was mind in a state of patience. He accounted for motion by the idea that mind is eternal, but patience is not. Patience removed, mind moves..."
Glimpse of the pure light; he believed, too, that what men
call reality is in truth but a dreamland, and that imagination alone 'in this age' can lead us to the real, and the
supporting statements that Blake's "faculty" was "an extreme
development of the faculty of creative imagination," and that
this "hypertrophy" "approaches, in short, a new sense,"
which is "incomprehensible to the ordinary man." Despite
this apparent analysis, it seems that the above work must
be included with this first group because it makes use of, to
support the explanation, the term "creative imagination,"
which does not have a "standard" definition (which would
place it in the second category), without giving a definition
for it (which would place this work in the third
category). Another factor that seems to place this work
entirely within this category is the extremely naïve dis-
cussion of Blake's supposed "symbolic Christianity": with-
out any substantiation from Blake's writings (which, in-
cidentally, are directly contradictory; see Chapter Three
of this thesis), it is indicated that the "central tenets"
of his religion are in some way concerned with the inter-
relations of "inspiration" and "symbols," although this
near-deification of symbols is typical of Freudianism, which
was developing around this time, the only Freudian-religious
study of Blake to be considered in this chapter is more
Appropriately included in the second category, since the naive attitude toward symbols is hidden by its concern with the "cause" of religion rather than its (supposed) "goal," Julian Green, in "William Blake, Prophet," says that Blake was a "true mystic," in that he "separated" the human, the mere appearances, from the spirit, the eternal aspect of man. That is, he was a dualist; however, it seems that the only support given for this belief is some biographical information which reveals that Blake experienced the extremes of love and hate. Because of the particularization given to the term "mystic," and the failure to show a relationship, even in significant particulars, and much less in abuses, this study is excluded from both the first and third categories, and is therefore to be considered (merely to indicate that it deserves, unlike Buttersworth's and Ellis' of the first, some respect) a member of the second. Approximately the same can be said about Mark Schorer's "William Blake and the Cosmic Nadir," except that in this article the author's belief that the concept of the "fall" (of man) lies at the bottom of Blake's whole system is emphasized.

This concept seems to be of such integral importance to the following scholar, Evelyn Underhill, that it requires no particular elaboration.

On the basis of the discussion of Underhill's "definition" of mysticism in the first chapter of this thesis, it should be obvious that her treatment of Blake will not be included in the third "category," since Blake's mysticism constitutes only a small part of her large study, and seemingly could easily be lightly, and thus inaccurately, treated; however, Underhill's study of mysticism was sufficiently broad, and her understanding of Blake accurate enough that she, without warping Blake extremely, explained his position with some degree of thoroughness, though the accuracy of the basic explanation can be doubted. It has already been pointed out that Underhill, as representative of the Catholic scholars of mysticism, considers Blake as well as Boehme to be a mystic who is "imperfectly dualistic;" he is further described as representing a "stage of growth which the mystics call the illuminative way," which is only the "first mystic life." This sort of mystic, probably because of

1P. 22 of this thesis; also comment on P. 61.

2Underhill, Mysticism, P. 238.
His natural temperament ("in the artist, the senses have somewhat hindered the perfect incarnation of the soul") has come to rest, Underhill believes, after an initial period of "oscillation" between opposing and embracing the "intuitions" of the Absolute, during which period certain "discordant" characteristics have been eliminated from the personality and is convinced that he has attained the "divine and veritable world" that his understanding is "final and complete". He is, however, Underhill says, "ignorant as yet of that consummation of love which overpasses the proceedings of the inward eye and ear, and absorbed in this new blissful act of vision, forgets that it belongs to those who are still in via. Most of the people who reach this stage, apparently including Blake, fail to go on to the "source", the "true goal" which lies far beyond this merely "illuminated" state.

The preceding analysis of Blake and similar mystics by Underhill is based on a distinction between two types of "passive imaginary vision"—by which is meant "spontaneous mental pictures at which the self looks, but in the action..."
of which it does not participate——8 viz., symbolic and personal. Blake is apparently considered to be the "artist-type" who experiences "symbolic visions," which are the form taken by the meditations of those "good visualizers" such as St. Ignatius Loyola (and the students of Raja Yoga), who advise that a "deliberate effort" be made to visualize the subject dwelt upon, rather than to attend to it "discursively." The personal form of the "vision" is considered to be, rather than what is, apparently merely an unusually efficacious form of meditation, "a true contact of the soul with the absolute life," one of those genuine mystic states in which "the immanent God, formless, but capable of assuming all forms, expresses himself in vision."<sup>3</sup>

<sup>1</sup> Blake seems to represent a variation of the above described "imaginary visions." Since although there was apparently no sensorial hallucination, i.e., the self saw sharply and clearly, but "perfectly aware that it did so in virtue of its most precious organ"—the faculty of imagination, Blake at least claimed to have participated in certain of his visions, as when he shocked acquaintances by telling them he had just returned from conversation with a fairy, or that he had touched the sky. If Underhill were familiar with these statements it would probably add to her opinion that many of the experiences of "such visionaries as Boehme and Blake" are far more occult than mystical in character.<sup>2</sup> Underhill, <i>Mysticism</i>, pp. 134, 135. It is incidentally also Underhill's opinion that "the cheap American transcendentalism which is so lightly miscalled mystical by its teachers and converts consists largely of occult philosophy."<sup>3</sup> Also see Underhill, <i>Mysticism</i>, pp. 285-289.

<sup>2</sup> Ibid., pp. 288, 289.

<sup>3</sup> Ibid., p. 289.
Another form of "vision" which apparently "ranks" above the
two types of "imaginary vision," namely, "intellectual visions" in
which "nothing is seen, even with the eyes of the mind."
Is also, though inconsistently and falsely, attributed by Under-
hill to Blake: "*All pure mystics have drunk with Blake from
that cup of intellectual vision which is the chalice of
the spirit of life*" [2] This, however, seems to be simply a
minor confusion, since nowhere in her many references to Blake
does she consider him to be more than merely one of the most
intensely mystical artists. Although in her summary of Blake,
she calls him a "mystical genius," Underhill undoubtedly be-
lieves that he, as the other "English Protestant mystics," [3]
was "an abnormality" and that he failed to exhibit "in its
richness the unitive life." [4]

If Underhill seems to have understood Blake fairly well
and "disapproved" of him somewhat, in accordance with her
dualistic positions, and other dualists discussed earlier
seem to have misunderstood him while "approving" of him, the
following writer, Sheldon Cheney, compromises between these
two positions.

1 Underhill, Mysticism, pp. 282, 283.
2 Ibid., p. 236.
3 Ibid., p. 473.
4 Ibid., p. 112 and see the first chapter of this thesis.
Cheney, a unique combination of a Platonic mind, enthusiasm for Blake, and a high degree of consistency in his explanation of Blake's beliefs, seems to be one of the two most significant Christian commentators on Blake's ideas. The other, Evelyn Underhill, is the more valuable for a clear definition of Christian mysticism in terms of which Blake is evaluated; but Cheney seems to reveal the more perfect understanding of Blake. Cheney's "system" tended to adapt to Blake, while Underhill seems to have "adapted" Blake somewhat to Platonic dualism. For example, Cheney shows his Platonic attitude without altering Blake too much when he said that Blake "believed that the soul is, during its time-conditioned life on earth, a wanderer from the realm of pure spirit, from an Eden that exists eternally," yet when he, in common with Colin Wilson, says, "He spoke too of the pleasures of sex as a gateway to vision, a holy gateway opening upon the clearest eternal seeing of which the soul is capable," he seems to have discarded his Platonism temporarily since he makes no attempt to adapt that statement to a larger theory. A writer of Evelyn Underhill's type would have either

1 Cheney, Men Who Have Walked with God, p. 309.
2 Ibid., p. 366.
Omitted this reference or would have shown it to be an indication either of Blake's inconsistency or of his "materialism." The preceding however is not a complete indication of Cheney's application of Platonism to Blake's beliefs: near the end of his chapter on Blake, there is at least one instance in which he seems to contradict the statement quoted above, namely, "Nothing could be farther from the sensual, wilful Superman of Nietzsche," referring to "Man" in Blake's line "Thou art a Man, God is no more." This statement, which contrasts Blake's "Man" to Nietzsche's "Superman" is, however, apparently contradicted by nearly two pages of discussion of the similarities of an differences between Blake's and Nietzsche's ideas of the "Superman." This discussion begins with the statement, "William Blake was, as certain philosophers have pointed out, a forerunner of Nietzsche's and of the cult of exalted individualism." "Blake" Cheney says here, "can be said to go along with them (the Nietzscheans) brilliantly in his preliminary destructive phase. The difference between Blake's and Nietzsche's ideas of the "Superman" Cheney says, is that Blake adds spirituality to the idea of "an individual who is a super-

1 Cheney, men who have walked with God, p. 352.
2 ibid., p. 357
3 ibid., p. 375.
MAN ONLY PHYSICALLY AND INTELLECTUALLY.  

Cheney divides Blake's mystical "way" into two parts, as follows: "The only half of the struggle upward is the cultivation of multifold vision, the training of the faculties of spiritual seeing of clairvoyance. There then remains the more purifying, the more holy half of of the "way," the process that ends with the restoration of oneness with Divinity." Since he says that the first part is "perceiving the divine in everything," it seems that the second "half" is merely a perfection of the first part, that is, if "perceiving the divine in everything" is as he says in this same paragraph, perceiving that (in Blake's words), "Everything on earth... is in its essence God." This perception is enough to realize the "oneness with Divinity," unless, of course, it is insisted in the Platonic or dualistic fashion that "a thing is separate from its essence," and if this is supposed

1Cheney, Men Who Have Walked with God, p. 376.

2Ibid., p. 374. It is difficult to see how Cheney expects to reconcile this idea with that on page 316, which says that "the unfathomableness of God" is among his ideas.

3It will be noted in Chapter Three that "essence" is shown to be separate from "things" in, from "everything on Earth," and that it is used by Blake as an equivalent to "God," the "omnipotent, uncreate" (as distinguished from "infinite" man as "God"), but the problem which Cheney makes for himself (and fails to solve), by using the characteristic-ally Christian mystical idea of a two (or more) step "way," and the other Christian and/or Neo-Platonic idea of "union with (the universal) God," is avoided, since, to the best of my knowledge, Blake made no comment other than those which indicate that a recognition of the universal God (called by Underhill "entelechy" and the spirit of "becoming") leads to a recognition of man's "particular," yet "infinite" (see p. 92 in this thesis) and God-like "identity."
TO BE THE CASE CHENEY NEGLECTS TO GIVE ANY EXPLANATION OF
HOW THE GAP IS TO BRIDGED.

CHENEY'S GENERAL EVALUATION OF BLAKE AS A MYSTIC IS
WHOLEHEARTED: "WILLIAM BLAKE WAS THE MYSTIC IMAGINING
VISIONING, WALKING WITH GOD," "HE IS THE MOST GENUINE AND
MOST ILLUMINATING MYSTIC IN THE BRITISH LINE, AND NOT TO BE
MATCHED IN ANY COUNTRY IN THE WESTERN WORLD DURING HIS CEN-
TURY," "BLAKE'S UNIQUE IMPORTANCE IN THE HISTORY OF PROPHECY
AND MYSTICISM IS THAT HE EXPRESSED WITH MORE BEAUTY THAN ANY
OTHER IN POETRY AND IN PAINTING, THIS MESSAGE OF THE SPIRIT
("THE INDIVIDUAL CAN BE LIFTED UP IN MORTAL LIFE, TO THAT
REALM OF DIVINE ILLUMINATION AND EXPERIENCE," IN TERMS ES-
SENTIALLY CHRISTIAN YET UNIVERSAL."  

THE EDITORS OF THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERA-
TURE SEEM TO HAVE HAD APPROXIMATELY THE SAME ATTITUDE TO-
WARD BLAKE AS DOES CHENEY, THAT IS, THEY SEEM TO HAVE BEEN
AWARE OF A RELATION BETWEEN A CONCERN WITH ETHICS AND
SLIGHTLY DUALISTIC MYSTICISM: "HIS MYSTICAL FAITH FREED HIM
FROM THE BARREN MATERIALISM OF HIS AGE AND OPENED TO HIM IN

1CHENEY, MEN WHO HAVE WALKED WITH GOD, P. 315.
2IBID, P. 377.
3WARD, A., WATTS, AND WALLER, A., R., EDITORS (CAMBRIDGE;
1914).
VISION THE WORLD LYING BEYOND THE RANGE OF THE PHYSICAL SENSES, HENCE THE GREATER BARRIERS OF HIS ETHICAL CREEDS AND HIS PREDISPOSITION TO THE SUPER natural, WHICH HE NEVER CONSCIOUSLY SHAPED TO LITERARYENDS, IS YET THE SOURCE OF THE PECCULAR IMAGINATIVE QUALITY OF HIS WORK. * A THOUGH THESE COMMENTS ARE MORE MEANINGFUL THAN MOST OF THE OTHERS WRITTEN DURING THE SAME PERIOD (BEFORE 1915), SOME OF WHICH ARE CONSIDERED IN THE FIRST CATEGORY OF THIS CHAPTER, THEY ARE TYPICAL OF THAT GROUP IN THEIR NEGLECT TO DEFINE "MYSTICAL FAITH" AND TO GIVE SUPPORT FOR THE STATEMENT THAT BLAKE WAS PREOCCUPIED WITH THE "SUPER NATURAL." 


*Sewanee Review, LIV, 1946, PP. 241-249.

1910, P. 241.
IN THIS ARTICLE TO USE THE TERM "VISIONARY," RATHER THAN A
REDefined "MYSTIC," TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THE TWO TYPES OF
"MYSTICISM," THIS ARTICLE MIGHT BE INCLUDED IN THE THIRD
GORG, WHICH INCLUDES THOSE STUDIES WHICH CONSIDER BLAKE OB-
JECTIVELY WITHOUT DISREGARDING HIS "PSYCHOLOGICAL" ASPECTS.
THE USE OF "VISIONARY" HERE SEEMS TO EXCLUDE ALL BUT THE POLI-
TICAL OR PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE "POSITIVE MYSTICISM" OUT-
LINED IN THE FIRST CHAPTER. SCHORER'S MAIN ERROR SEEMS TO
BE A FAILURE TO SEE A COMMON DENOMINATOR FOR THE SUPPOSEDLY
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE AREAS OF SOCIETY AND "MYSTICAL THEOLOGY."

FINALLY, FOR THE SECOND CATEGORY, A BRIEF STATEMENT BY
THE NOVELIST, D. H. LAWRENCE, IS WORTH CONSIDERING, ALTHOUGH
ITS ONLY JUSTIFICATION FOR INCLUSION IN THIS CATEGORY IS ITS
"NEGATIVE" ATTITUDE TOWARD WHAT IS IMPLIED TO BE A PURELY
NEGATIVE "MYSTICISM," i.e., IT REJECTS THE APPLICATION OF
EITHER THE POPULAR MEANING "MYSTERIOUS" OR THE SCHOLARLY
MEANING "DIVORCED FROM LIFE" TO "BLAKE'S" AND LAWRENCE'S
WORK, RATHER THAN ATTEMPTING TO ELUCIDATE POSITIVELY
BLAKE'S POSITION. IT SEEMS TO BE LAWRENCE'S IMPLICATION
THAT CERTAIN FORCES IN SOCIETY HABITUALLY ATTEMPT TO VITIATE
WORKS OF A CERTAIN TYPE (BY ASSERTING THAT THEIR PURPOSE IS
"OTHER WORLDLY"), APPARENTLY THOSE WHICH ARE "REVOLUTIONARY"
ATTEMPTS TO MAKE MEN MORE INTENSELY AWARE OF THEIR EXISTENCE.
This statement was made concerning THE FIRST LADY CHATTERLY:
"THEY'LL SAY AS THEY SAID OF BLAKE: "IT'S MYSTICISM, BUT
they shan't get away with it, not this time! Blake's wasn't mysticism, neither in this.

Alfred Kazin, although his idea of Blake is probably very much like De H., Lawrence's seems to be more accurately classed in the third category, since besides saying that Blake is not "in any ordinary sense a mystic," he shows that he resembles the "Christian mystic" (dualistic) in certain ways, a sense of doubleness—but this is denied by Kazin in his saying that Blake didn't admit a distinction between the "real" and "ideal"; also, that Blake was involved in a mystic quest and is labeled as a "visionary," rather than a "mystic" simply to avoid confusion and also (is to be classified in the third category) because of his factual treatment of Blake's "philosophy," although many inconsistent interpretations can be found. It seems to be Kazin's failure to find basic philosophic principles on which to interpret Blake's works that result in his contradictory statements. Typical of his inconsistency are his statements that Blake was against society^4 and that he was not the

2 Kazin, Alfred^2 (Ed.), The Portable Blake^3 (New York, 1946),
3 ibid., p. 21.
4 ibid., p. 45.
enemy of society.1 Despite the general accuracy of Kazin's work, his inconsistencies frequently take the form of a distortion of Blake's doctrine into some form of dualism, which is typical of those who define "mysticism" dualistically: even though he is said to be definitely different from the Christian (dualistic) mystics, the lack of a basic theory allows the idea of "mysticism" indirectly applied to Blake to carry with it some of the dualism given it in its "Christian" definition.2 The value in Kazin's analysis lies in his frequent insights into Blake's world view, such as: "Blake assumed that what is partial is in error, and that what is limited is nonexistent,3 and that he refused..." to concede a distance between what is real and what is ideal..." although the latter is not entirely applicable; his errors are based on the belief that "...the truth is that he was not trying to prove anything philosophically at all..."5

1Kazin, The Portable Blake, p. 28.
2See p. 29 of this thesis.
3Kazin, The Portable Blake, p. 22.
4ibid, p. 25.
5ibid, pp. 22, 23.
These errors are exemplified by statements such as "Blake has the mystic's tormented sense of the doubleness of life between reality and the ideal," and that "...the doubleness of all existence..." is "...the unalterable condition of the human struggle..."  

Blake's Kazin says, was "supremely intelligent," and "...had one of the greatest minds in the history of our culture" rather than being "off the main track" as "the textbooks" claim ("...and that shuts him off from us") he is "simply ahead of it." He implies that Blake's intelligence is the cause of the fact that "most of his biographers have had no understanding of him." Alexander Gilchrist and Mona Wilson, exceptional writers, "...at least sought the basic facts about him." The usual view, he says, "is that he was a happy mystic who sat like a gloriously content martyr before his work, eating bread and locusts with an idiotic smile on his face." Blake evidently did enjoy great happiness in many periods, for he was a man for whom life con-
tended in exploring his own gifts. But there is even more in Blake's total revelation of himself; a rage against society. The object of Blake's rage, "modern capitalist society," was "...a world of brutal exploitation and... inhuman ugliness," in which Blake, as well as "millions" of other Englishmen, "...felt himself being slowly ground to death." Kazin's apparent self-contradiction concerning "society" (mentioned above) will be resolved if an appropriate use is made of the interpretation of "society" as "parts of society." On this basis, Kazin's discussion of "society" is somewhat reconciled to his statements concerning Blake's "mysticism" or lack of it, which seem to suggest a sort of "social mysticism." "...Blake was not looking for God; he shared in the mystic's quest, but he was not going the same way." and "...Blake was) a mystic who reversed the mystical pattern, for he sought man as the end of his search."  

Although Kazin denies that Blake was "trying to prove anything philosophically at all," he reveals a distinct philosophical position, whether it is intentional or not:

1 Kazin, The Portable Blake, p. 29.
2 ibid., p. 31.
3 ibid., p. 21.
4 ibid., p. 3.
AND HIS USE OF PARADOX (RATHER, SELF-CONTRACTION) AS MENTIONED IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH SUGGESTS THAT IT IS UNINTENTIONAL. THIS PHILOSOPHICAL POSITION IS MORE CLEARLY EXPLAINED IN THE FOLLOWING DISCUSSIONS OF STUDIES OF BLAKE, ESPECIALLY THE LAST IN THIS THIRD CATEGORY AND IN THE THIRD CHAPTER OF THIS THESIS, AN IDEA WHICH IS TREATED PARADOXICALLY BY KAZING AND WHICH WILL BE ELABORATED UPON IN THE THIRD CHAPTER IS THAT CONCERNING THE RELATION OF GOD TO MAN. KAZING IN THE SENTENCE QUOTED ABOVE ("...HE SOUGHT MAN...") ALSO SAYS "HE WAS A LIBERTARIAN OBSESSED WITH GOD"
MORE DETAILED ANALYSIS WILL REVEAL THAT THE SEEKING OF "GOD" IS NOT NECESSARILY CONTRADICTORY TO THE "SEEKING" OF THE "TRUE" MAN AND SOCIETY.

NORMAN NATHAN, IN A VERY INTELLIGENTLY WRITTEN DISSERTATION SAYS THAT BLAKE'S PHILOSOPHY IS A MODERN ONE THAT IT IS EVEN "...FAR INTO THE FUTURE..." AND THAT IT IS "...ALSO CLOSE TO THE NEEDS OF THE AVERAGE MAN..." THUS ALLYING HIMSELF WITH SUCH WRITERS AS D. H. LAWRENCE AND ALFRED KAZING WHO MAINTAIN THAT HIS PHILOSOPHY IS BOTH


highly truthful and practical. Nathan's most important contribution seems to be his explanation of "imagination" as both the creator of forms or "entities," and the "co-ordinator" of them, which distinguishes relations between the forms. But his prior explanation of the nature of entities as "perceptions," which are "momentary causes," is also important. Parallel ideas will be discussed in the first and second sections of the third chapter.

It was mentioned earlier in this thesis that Colin Wilson resembled both Cheney and Leuba in certain ways; it will also be seen that most of the writers being considered in this category present interpretations of Blake which are allied with each other, or to the personal attitudes of those (discussed in the first chapter) who are "positive" or "sensuous" mystics. Wilson's general theory as presented in The Outsiders is that the "correct" desire of "life," intelligent human beings in particular, is "more life;" in his opinion, Blake represents one of the most perfect illustrations of the truth of this theory. It

1 Nathan, Prince William B., p. 9.
2 Keynes, The Poetry and Prose of William Blake; and, p. 90 of this thesis.
SEEMS TO BE WILSON'S BELIEF THAT THE EXPRESSION OF THIS DESIRE IN ONE FIELD OF HUMAN ACTIVITY WILL LEAD TO A GREATER EXPRESSION OF THAT DESIRE IN THE SAME FIELD OR IN OTHERS. SPECIFICALLY, WILSON SAYS, "BLAKE HAD PREACHED THAT SEX CAN RAISE MAN TO VISIONARY INSIGHT." THE WRITERS CONSIDERED NEXT PRESENT WHAT IS IN GENERAL THE SAME INTERPRETATION, CONSIDERED FROM SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW.

HAROLD C. GODDARD IN AN INTERESTING PAMPHLET PRESENTS AN INTERPRETATION OF BLAKE'S "MYSTICISM" THAT, ALTHOUGH IT IS NOT AS ANALYTICAL AS THE FIRST TWO STUDIES CONSIDERED IN THIS CATEGORY, SEEMS TO CONTAIN A PHILOSOPHICALLY "CENTRAL" CONCEPT, THAT IS, IT SUCCCEEDS TO SOME EXTENT IN "EXPLAINING" THE "MYSTICISM" WITHOUT DEPARTING FROM THE KNOWN FACTS. GODDARD DISCUSSED BLAKE'S "ETHICS," THAT IS, HIS POLITICS AND THEORIES OF MORALITY, AND SUGGESTS THAT HIS SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES ARE RELATED TO OR RESPONSIBLE FOR HIS "MYSTICISM." STATING THAT HAPPINESS IS NOT INCOMPATIBLE WITH MYSTICALLY INTENSE CONSCIOUSNESS, AS DID BLAKE, GODDARD SAYS THAT WHEN OUR "SHIP SAILS THE SEAS OF REALITY DUC-

1 WILSON, OUTSIDER, P. 227.
2 BLAKE'S FOURFOLD VISION (WALLINGFORD, PENNSYLVANIA, 1956).
cessfully, we have fourfold vision.¹ This statement implies, most simply, that the act of exercising control over one's environment (sailing successfully) leads to more complete perception; more specifically, however, it implies that "correct perception" results in "fourfold vision," which can briefly be described as "creative vision," or vision (or imagination) which is not "bound by time," that is, not limited by abstractions. Goddard's interpretation of Blake's thus is seen to resemble the mystical philosophy of the Mahayana Buddhists,² and, incidentally, the psychological theory of Albert Einstein.³

In a study of Swedenborg and Blake,⁴ L. O. Estenson says that one of Blake's earlier books, The Book of Thele, "is concerned primarily with the Swedenborgian idea of attainment of spiritual unity through experience (through sensual and corporeal expression and impression)."⁵ "Thele as the unborn, must undergo mortal generation, the dominance

¹Goddard, Blake's Fourfold Vision, p. 31.
²See pp. of this thesis 6-10.
³See p. 55 of this thesis.
⁴Swedenborg and Blake, (Thesis) (University of Iowa, 1942).
⁵Ibid., p. 55.
OF THE FIVE SENSES, AND THE RESULTANT SUBJUGATION OF SPIRIT-
UAL MAN BEFORE ATTAINING PERFECTION IN THE UNITY OF OPPOSITES."

The "Subjugation of the Spiritual Man" seems to refer to,
especially when the other writers of this category are con-
sidered, the rejection of intellectual, or abstract modes of
thought, in favor of a wholehearted entering of the world of
action, for the purpose of gaining security in that world,
beginning with the basic necessities, and advancing as far
as possible, which and, in the opinion of the psychologist
Maslow, who maintains the same opinion (regarding the "Union
of Opposites"), is mystical consciousness.

Finally, a writer will be considered who fearlessly
abandoned any consciousness of a necessity that "mysticism"
be defined supernaturally. Benedict Alper says that
"Mysticism was the key... to all the aspects of his (Blake's)
life."2 It is not, however, supernatural mysticism.3 As
Kazin only vaguely suggested, "God is, Alper believes, not
separate from man; Blake got his inspiration from the "Body

1 Estenson, L. O., Swedenborg and Blake, p. 60, 61
2 Alper, Benedict, The Mysticism of William Blake: A
Psychological Re-examination, Poet Lore, XLIV, 1938, p. 344.
3 Ibid., pp. 345, 346.
of God, but this is simply "imagination." It seems to be Alper's opinion that "divinity" is in some way obtained by the "strong and unrestrained" expression of the desires. This "apotheosis" is the subject especially of the second part of the following chapter, although the third part discusses the "means" to this goal, and their application, as conceived and executed by William Blake.

---

Alper, The Mysticism of William Blake, p. 347. See the discussion of the "entelechy" in the third chapter of this thesis for a more complete explanation of the meaning of "imagination," or (Blake's) God.
CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF BLAKE'S MYSTICISM

If Blake were like certain Christian mystics, the only problem to be considered in analyzing his writings would be whether or not he indicated that he had had a certain unusual experience, usually called "union with God," but taking almost as many forms as there have been mystics; Blake, however, was sufficiently unlike these mystics that this is only part of the problem. Blake's basic difference was that his "mystic way" seems to have led into, rather than away from, the "world." This assumption suggests three main questions which can serve as points of consideration to verify or modify it, namely: "What did Blake experience that is not generally experienced by others in the world?" and "how does Blake explain any difference between his and the normal experiences, or what does he say about the nature of the normal experiences, or what does he say about the nature of the world and of man that could elucidate his experience?" and "his being a world-centered mysticism, does Blake consider a worldly ethic and eschatology to be immediately (i.e., having a cause or effect relation) involved with it?" In other words, the three areas to be investigated in attempting to obtain an understanding of
Blake's "mysticism" could be called "the epistemology, metaphysics, and ethics of world-affirming mysticism." Because of the peculiarity of Blake's "system," the usually distinct areas of epistemology and metaphysics are almost inseparable, that is, each is, to some degree, implicit in the other. If Blake had written in the language of traditional philosophy he probably would have insisted that the three areas must be united; as it is, his unnamed and somewhat homogeneous exposition of his "mysticism" must be arbitrarily divided to show it in a generally comprehensible form.

There are one or two poems in Blake's letters to his friend Thomas Butts which are clearly narrations of particular experiences which Blake considered to be significant. Besides these, there are important references to "visions" scattered through Milton. As a basis for the subsequent consideration of these descriptions of "visions," there is a marginal statement in Blake's copy of Berkeley's *Siris* which, although the wording is not complete enough to allow it to be considered an epitome of Blake's "epistemology," at least indicates its general direction. In response to Berkeley's statement which ends with the sentences "Reason considers and judges of the imagination, and these acts of reason become new objects to the understanding," Blake says:

Knowledge is not by deduction, but immediate by perception or sense at once. Christ addresses (sic) himself to the man, not to his reason. Plato did not bring life
and immortality to light, Jesus only did this.1

According to this statement, "absolute knowledge," i.e., knowledge about "life and immortality," is to be gained by means of "perception or sense," which clearly indicates that Blake's position is directly opposed to the general position of those Christian and Hindu mystics who, like Berkeley, believe that "the perceptions of sense are gross..."2 The above quotation from Blake does not, of course, "...bring life and immortality to light," nor does it specifically reveal how they were brought to light for Blake, that is, it reveals neither what is sensed (which will be discussed in the section concerning his "metaphysics"), nor what he means by "sense" (except that it is not "deduction" or "reason"); for Blake's specific meaning of "sense" the references concerning "visions" and "mystical" experiences must be considered.

The poem sent on October 2, 1800, to Blake's "friend Butts" reveals an experience which has very much in common with the experiences described by the modern "psychological mystics," Aldous Huxley and A. H. Maslow (see chapter one). In the first twelve lines of the poem Blake indicates that his "first vision of light" occurred when he was sitting

2 Ibid., p. 819.
ON THE BEACH, AND THAT SOMETHING HAPPENED TO HIM WHICH EN-
ABLED HIM TO EXPERIENCE THAT INCREASE OF "VISION," AND THAT
IT WAS SOME SORT OF AFFIRMATION OF SENSE:

OVER SEA, OVER LAND
MY EYES DID EXPAND
INTO REGIONS OF AIR
AWAY FROM ALL CARE,
INTO REGIONS OF FIRE
REMOTE FROM DESIRE...¹

THE LAST LINE QUOTED SUGGESTS THAT RATHER THAN DESIRING
"ABSORPTION IN GOD," AND THUS "FREEDOM FROM THE WORLD,"
AS MANY SUPERNATURALIST MYSTICS HAVE DONE, BLAKE HAS MORE
PERFECTLY ENTERED THE WORLD OF INDIVIDUAL MOMENTS AND EVENTS
BY ACCEPTING, RATHER THAN REJECTING (TO SOME DEGREE), THE
FACTS WHICH WERE PRESENT TO HIM; FOR INSTANCE, HE EARLIER
IN THIS POEM (LINE FIVE) CALLED THE SUN'S LIGHT ITS "GLORIOUS
BEAMS," THAT THIS STATEMENT OF REMOTENESS FROM DESIRE MAY
BE MORE THAN MERELY AN INDICATION OF POSITIVE INTEREST IN
WHAT IS PRESENT, AND THUS NEED NOT BE DESIRED, IS SUGGESTED
BY ANOTHER VERSE, WHICH ENDS

...DESIRE GRATIFIED
PLANTS FRUITS OF LIFE AND BEAUTY THERE.²

ALTHOUGH THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN "LIFE" AND THE "VISIONARY"
OR "MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE WILL BE DEVELOPED IN THE SECTION
TREATING OF BLAKE'S "METAPHYSICS," IT IS NOT DIFFICULT TO

¹KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, P. 846.
²IBID., P. 99.
SEEN THAT THE SECOND, MORE PHYSICAL, REFERENCE TO ABSENCE OF DESIRE IS AT LEAST PARALLEL TO THE FIRST REFERENCE, THAT IS, IF THE FIRST DOES NOT INTEND TO IMPLY THAT "DESIREE GRAVITED" LEADS DIRECTLY TO "MYSTICAL CONSCIOUSNESS," AS IS BELIEVED IN TANTRA DOCTRINE, IT IS AT LEAST PARALLEL TO THE SECOND IN ITS IMPLICATION THAT "DESIREELESSNESS," WHATEVER ITS CAUSE, IS ASSOCIATED WITH INTENSITY OF LIFE OR SENSE-CONSCIOUSNESS, IN ACTUALITY, AS IT WILL BE SHOWN LATER, "DESIREELESSNESS" IS THE EQUIVALENT OF "POSSESSION," THAT IS, GRATIFICATION OF THE DESIRE TO POSSESS, AND THUS NECESSARILY INCLUDES THE IDEA OF "DESIREE."

WHEREAS THE "SUPERNATURALIST" TENDS TO "GENERALIZE" THE DETAILS OF THE WORLD, BY INCLUDING THEM WITHIN THE OUTLINES OF A SYMBOL (E.G., "SPIRIT IS LIGHT," A SUPERNATURALIST METAPHOR, CONTAINS A FAIRLY GENERALIZED SYMBOL, THE WORD "LIGHT," AND INTENDS THAT THE MULTIPLE REFERENTS OF THAT SYMBOL BE CONSIDERED AS ONE FACT, WHICH IN TURN IS TO BE USED AS A SYMBOL OF SOMETHING "HIGHER"); BLAKE TENDS TO PARTICULARIZE; FOR INSTANCE, IN LINES FIFTEEN TO SEVENTEEN HE SAYS

> IN PARTICLES BRIGHT
> THE JEWELS OF LIGHT
> DISTINCT SHONE AND CLEAR.

IT IS APPARENTLY THIS SAME SORT OF INTENSE PERCEPTION THAT CAUSED HUXLEY TO SPEAK OF "A BUNDLE OF MINUTE, UNIQUE PARTICULARS IN WHICH WAS TO BE SEEN THE DIVINE SOURCE OF ALL
EXISTENCE. The particularization is increased in the next lines, which seem intended not to be taken literally:

Amazed & in fear
Each particle gazed,
Astonished, amazed;
For each was a man/Human-form'd.

An extension of this anthropomorphism is obtained by having the "particles" speak the lines:

***Each grain of sand,
Every stone on the land,
*************************
***Cloud, meteor & star
Are men seen afar.

Besides increasing the particularly, the reality and the significance of the "particles of light" by calling them "men," it seems to describe their nature, or their functions (actions); they seem to be alive, creative, and, as his eyes were, "expanding"; they even "beckon'd to" him; in other words, during his intense perception of physical reality, he dropped his habitual perception of non-human matter as being essentially foreign, or even evil. It is this uninspired perception of reality that Blake calls "Natural Religion" and attacks frequently. Although it really belongs under a later section it seems important further to verify this

---


2 See Section II.

---
assertation with a more explicit statement by Blake before showing his form of "experience" since it is so widely believed that he is some sort of "Platonic mystic" (Bellinger, Jessup) (despite his many blunt criticisms of Plato), apparently on the basis of titles such as "There is No Natural Religion." Sufficient verification for the present can be found in the section of Jerusalem "To the Christians" in which he speaks of the "Wheel of Religion," whose

...NAME IS JAIAPHAS, THE DARK PREACHER OF DEATH, OF SIN, OF SORROW & OF PUNISHMENT! OPPosing nature! IT IS NATURAL RELIGION; BUT JESUS IS THE BRIGHT PREACHER OF LIFE CREATING NATURE...

This digression has helped to prepare the way for an explanation of the latter part of the poem "To Butts," after several lines during which Blake looks back on the recent past from his inspired point of view, he returns his attention to his "experience"!

MY EYES MORE AND MORE LIKE A SEA WITHOUT SHORE CONTINUE EXPANDING, THE HEAVENS COMMANDING, TILL THE JEWELS OF LIGHT, HEAVENLY MEN BEAMING BRIGHT, APPEARED AS ONE MAN...

The idea of this seems to be that of the realization that since all "units" of nature are manlike, the totality of nature is also manlike. The natural consequence of this

\[1\] Kazin, The Portable Blake, pp. 456, 457.
REALIZATION, i.e., seeing that one’s own humanity is in no way separated from the totality of nature, is described in the actions of that "One Man," who

...COMPLACENT BEGAN
MY LIMBS TO INFOLD
IN HIS BEAMS OF BRIGHT GOLD;
LIKE DROSS PURGED AWAY
ALL MY MIRE & DECAY.

In other words, the "completion" of the experience removed the last remnants of Blake’s "Natural Religion," that is, of his opposition to nature. He then describes this condition of pure perception of nature:

SOFT CONSUMED IN DELIGHT
IN HIS BOSOM SUN BRIGHT
I REMAINED, SOFT HE SMILE:
AND I HEARD HIS VOICE MILD
SAYING: "THIS IS MY FOLD;
O THOU RAM HORNED WITH GOLD,
WHO AWAKEST FROM SLEEP..."

What Blake means by sleep here is the same thing that "supernaturalist" mystics consider to be their "enlightenment," i.e., removal from contact with the world; Blake believes that the "Nirvana," or "snuffing out," of certain Hindu sects, and the "ineffable vision" of certain Christian mystics is a "spiritual sleep," or a failure to perceive the true nature of the real (i.e., physical) world. Speaking of this difference in experience (or claimed experience), Blake says, in Jerusalem,
HE WHO WOULD SEE THE DIVINITY...

HE WHO WISHES TO SEE A VISION, A PERFECT WHOLE, MUST SEE IT IN ITS MINUTE PARTICULARS, ORGANIZED, & NOT AS...

A DISORGANIZED AND SNOWY CLOUD, BROODER OF TEMPESTS & DESTRUCTIVE WAR.¹

AFTER THE "VOICE MILD" OF THE "ONE MAN" FADED BLAKE WRITES:

I REMAINED AS A CHILD;
ALL I EVER HAD KNOWN
BEFORE ME BRIGHT SHONE.

THIS REFERS TO THE STATE OF "INNOCENCE,"² WHICH MAY BE CONSIDERED AS THE NATURAL CONDITION, WHICH HAS NOT BEEN LED AWAY FROM ITS CONTACT WITH REALITY BY THE "WHEEL OF RELIGION," OR THAT "NATURAL RELIGION" WHICH OPPOSES LIFE AND NATURE.

IN THE THIRD SECTION OF THIS CHAPTER THE INTER-RELATIONS OF "INNOCENCE," "VISION," AND "MYSTICISM," WILL BE DISCUSSED;

BUT IT IS RELEVANT TO THIS SECTION TO MENTION THAT BLAKE'S EXPERIENCE, UNLIKE MANY OF THE CHRISTIAN AND CLASSICAL HINDU MYSTICS, ALTHOUGH SIMILAR TO THE "LIBERAL" BUDDHISTS AND HINDUS, IS, WITHOUT EXTERNAL INTERFERENCES, A PERMANENT CONDITION. WHILE CERTAIN "SUPERNATURALIST" MYSTICS HAVE PRACTICED SELF-MORTIFICATION AND WITHDRAWAL FROM SOCIETY AS MEANS TO ACHIEVE THEIR EXPERIENCE AS FREQUENTLY AS POSSIBLE,

¹KAZIM, THE PORTABLE BLAKE, P. 489.
²SEE CHAPTER THREE, THIRD SECTION, "ETHICS."
IF NOT CONTINUOUSLY, BLAKE PRACTICED SELF-GRATIFICATION
("ABSTINENCE SOWS SAND ALL OVER...") AND ENTERED SOCIETY
(FOR EXAMPLE, HIS ASSOCIATION WITH PAINE AND GODWIN) WITH
THE INTENTION OF AIDING THOSE FORCES WHICH FURTHERED HIS
"VISION" AND DESTROYING THOSE WHICH HINDERED HIS "VISION,"
AS MEANS TO ACHIEVE THE MOST PERMANENT, AS WELL AS THE MOST
INTENSE, EXPERIENCE.

THE FIRST BOOK OF MILTON CONTAINS A DESCRIPTION OF THE
INTERNAL "EVENTS" OF THE MYSTIC EXPERIENCE, DESCRIBED IN A
SOMewhat FIGURATIVE, THOUGH CLEARLY NATURALISTIC, WAY: "THE
SONS OF OZOTH..." (WHO ARE "SONS OF LOG," THE "ETERNAL
PROPHET").

...WITHIN THE OPTIC NERVE STAND FIERY GLOWING,
AND THE NUMBER OF HIS SONS IS EIGHT MILLIONS & EIGHT,
THEY GIVE DELIGHTS TO THE MAN UNKNOWN; ARTIFICIAL RICHES
THEY GIVE TO SCORN, & THEIR POSSESSORS TO TROUBLE &
SORROW & CARE,
SHUTTING THE SUN & MOON & STARS & TREES & CLOUDS & WATERS
AND HILLS OUT FROM THE OPTIC NERVE, & HARDENING IT INTO
A BONE
OPAKE AND LIKE THE BLACK PEBBLE ON THE ENRAGED BEACH...

ALTHOUGH THE NATURALISM OF "OPTIC NERVE" SHOULD BE OBVIOUS,
IT IS LIKELY THAT "ARTIFICIAL RICHES" WILL BE INTERPRETED BY
SOME TO MEAN MATERIAL WEALTH, WITH THE RESULT THAT BLAKE
WILL AGAIN BE PLACED, IN THOSE MINDS, WITH THOSE WHO "REJECT"
THE WORLD. THAT BLAKE'S "EXPERIENCE" DID NOT HAVE ITS BASIS
IN SELF-DENIAL IS REVEALED IN SUCH STATEMENTS AS:

...REFLECT ON THE STATE OF NATIONS UNDER POVERTY &
THEIR INCAPABILITY OF ART; THO' ART IS ABOVE EITHER,
THE ARGUMENT IS BETTER FOR AFFLUENCE THAN POVERTY; HAPPINESSES HAVE WINGS AND WHEELS; MISERIES ARE LEADEN LEGGED.

SINCE "ARTIFICIAL RICHES" SEEMS NOT TO REFER TO THE SIMPLE POSSESSION OF MATERIAL WEALTH, IT MIGHT BE INTERPRETED TO MEAN EITHER MATERIAL ARTICLES WHICH ARE POSSESSED WITH THE WRONG INTENTION, OR INTELLECTUAL POSSESSIONS, I.E., SYSTEMS, METHODS (DOUBT), OR MORAL BELIEFS WHICH ARE POSSESSED FOR THEMSELVES, RATHER THAN AS TOOLS; THE CORRECT ATTITUDE TOWARD "SYSTEMS" IS EXPRESSED IN JERUSALEM:

"I MUST CREATE A SYSTEM OR BE ENSLAVED BY ANOTHER MAN'S; I WILL NOT REASON & COMPARE; MY BUSINESS IS TO CREATE."

FOLLOWING THIS INTERPRETATION, THE "POOR INDIGENT" IS ONE WHO WILL NOT "REASON & COMPARE"; THESE ACTIONS IMPLY THAT THE "SYSTEM" IS BEING HELD IN AN INACTIVE STATE; HIS CREATIVITY IS SIMPLY A WORLDLY COROLLARY TO HIS "MYSTIC" DELIGHT:

"...THE POOR INDIGENT IS LIKE THE DIAMOND WHICH, THO' CLOTH'D IN RUGGED COVERING IN THE MINE, IS OPEN ALL WITHIN AND IN HIS HALLOW'D CENTER HOLDS THE HEAVENS OF BRIGHT ETERNITY."

THE PHRASE "ENRAGED BEACH" WHICH ENDED THE EARLIER QUOTATION FROM MILTON IS GIVEN MEANING BY THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE IN

1KAZIN, THE PORTABLE BLAKE, P. 95.
2IBID., P. 460.
3KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, P. 412.
That same "verse":

Qzoth here builds walls of rocks against the surging sea,
And timbers cramp with iron cramps bar in the joys of life
From fell destruction in the spectrous cunning or rage.

"The surging sea," and "the spectrous cunning or rage" are the same as "the enraged beach"; although they represent something external to the man who is being considered, it is neither an "opposing existence," nor a wrongly perceived entity, since there was, to Blake, only one existence, and therefore only one form (i.e., the true form) of perception; they represent what might be called "partially dead matter or entities," which resist energy by "absorbing" it, rather than by resisting it actively. It is necessary to understand the metaphor and its implications, i.e., that the "enraged beach" represents the absence of perception in reality, and the cause of the absence of perception of reality, which absence is stated as "hardening" of the "optic nerve," and which cause has as one result the ceasing of creativeness, in favor of mere possession of a "system." To fully understand the earlier contention that the phrase "artificial riches" was not intended to be read in a way that showed Blake to be allied with the supernaturalists, and to understand the last quotation above, especially the words "...bar in the joys of life from fell destruction...".

1 See Section 11 of this chapter.
DOES NOT IN ANY WAY IMPLY THAT CONTACT WITH THE WORLD IS TO BE AVOIDED. RATHER THAT WHICH IS TO BE AVOIDED IS THAT WHICH WOULD DAMAGE CONTACT WITH (THAT IS, PERCEPTION OF) THE WORLD. BLAKE'S MOST FREQUENTLY USED NAMES FOR THIS "PARTIAL DEATH OF MATTER" ARE "NEGATION" AND "SPECTRE."

ALTHOUGH THIS SECTION HAS UNAVOIDABLY EXTENDED INTO THE SUBJECT OF METAPHYSICS, (AS THE DISCUSSION OF METAPHYSICS WILL EXTEND SOMEWHAT INTO THE FIELD OF ETHICS) BY ITS ATTEMPT TO SHOW THE BOUNDARIES OF BLAKE'S EXPERIENCE AND TO CONTRAST IT TO THE EXPERIENCES OF THE "SUPERNATURALISTS," ITS CENTRAL PURPOSE HAS BEEN SIMPLY TO REVEAL THAT BLAKE'S "EXPERIENCE" WAS ONE OF "TOTAL DELIGHT," WHICH HAD ITS SOURCE IN MORE ORDINARY DELIGHTS, AND THAT INTEGRAL PARTS OF THE EXPERIENCE ARE THE FEELING OF EXPANSION, UNIFICATION, AND OPPOSITION TO ERROR OR DEATH, WHILE THE EXPERIENCE MAY BE SPECIFICALLY DEFINED AS "SEEING THE WORLD ALIVE" AND DELIGHTED AND FEELING ONE'S SELF TO BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THAT INFINITELY JOYFUL EXISTENCE.

AN "IMAGE" WHICH SEEMS TO SUM UP THIS "EXPERIENCE" (WHICH IS ITSELF A "SUMMING UP") AND INDICATES THE DIRECTION THAT WILL BE TAKEN BY THE FOLLOWING DISCUSSION OF HIS METAPHYSICS APPEARS AS THE FRONTISPICE OF "THE GATES OF PARADISE"!

1KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, P. 568.
AND SHOWS A CATERPILLAR AND A MINIATURE INFANT IN A COCCON ON TWO LEAVES OF THE SAME PLANT. THAT THIS IS NOT INTENDED TO BELITTLE MAN'S VALUE IS REVEALED BY THE LINES WHICH APPEAR UNDER IT INDICATING THAT THE CHARACTER AND VALUE OF ALL NATURE RESIDES IN THE CHARACTER OF THE PERCEIVER, SO THAT A "MERE" CATERPILLAR CAN BE CONSIDERED AS A CREATOR OF THE "BEHELD" UNIVERSES.

WHAT IS MAN?

THE SUN'S LIGHT WHEN HE UNFOLDS IT DEPENDS ON THE ORGAN THAT BEHOLDS IT.

THE "EPISTEMOLOGICAL" SIGNIFICANCE THAT BLAKE GIVES TO THIS "IMAGE" IS SHOWN BY HIS PLACING A REFERENCE TO IT ALONE BELOW THE FIRST WORDS OF THE TITLE "THE KEYS OF THE GATES," AS FOLLOWS:

THE KEYS

THE CATERPILLAR ON THE LEAF REMINDS THEE OF THY MOTHER'S GRIEF.

IT HAS ALREADY BEEN POINTED OUT1 THAT BLAKE OPPOSED SUPERNATURAL RELIGIONS AND THE MYSTICISMS WHICH ACCOMPANY THEM, BUT BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE CENTRAL SUBJECT OF THIS SECTION, THE "WHY" OF BLAKE'S EXPERIENCE WHICH MUST INCLUDE THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF EXISTENCE, AS WELL AS PSYCHOLOGY, AS SEEN BY BLAKE, IT WILL BE WORTHWHILE TO GIVE A GENERAL SURVEY OF BLAKE'S STATEMENTS WHICH AUTHENTICATE THE USE OF THE ABOVE

1 See pp. 75, 76.
DEFINITION OF "METAPHYSICS" RATHER THAN THE MORE POPULAR CONCEPT OF THE WORD AS MEANING THE STUDY OF THAT WHICH IS BEYOND THE VISIBLE PHYSICAL WORLD. THE CENTRAL PART OF THIS SECTION WILL ATTEMPT TO SHOW THAT THE COMBINATION OF TWO FACTORS NECESSARILY RESULT IN BLAKE'S "ETHIOS," THAT IS, IN WHAT HAS BEEN CALLED HIS "MYSTICISM"; HIS PASSIONATE PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT IN THE "PERCEPTION AND ELEVATION OF TRUTH";

FOLLOWING THIS, AN ATTEMPT WILL BE MADE TO SHOW BLAKE'S EXPLANATION FOR HIS, AS WELL AS ANYONE'S, AWARENESS OF THOSE TWO FACTORS:

OF BLAKE'S MANY REFERENCES TO PLATO, MOST OF WHICH CRITICIZE HIS BASIC PRINCIPLES BY SHOWING HIS PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ETHICAL FALLACIES, TWO WHICH APPEAR IN HIS MARGINAL NOTES TO BERKELEY'S "SIRIS" ARE PARTICULARLY RELEVANT TO THIS DISCUSSION, BY THEIR REJECTION OF "IDEALISTIC," I.E., SUPERNATURAL, PHILOSOPHY. THE FIRST STATEMENT IS IN RESPONSE TO BERKELEY'S STATEMENT:

"THERE IS ACCORDING TO PLATO PROPERLY NO KNOWLEDGE, BUT ONLY OPINION CONCERNING THINGS SENSIBLE AND PERISHING, NOT BECAUSE THEY ARE NATURALLY ABSTRACT AND INVOLVED IN DARKNESS; BUT BECAUSE THEIR NATURE AND EXISTENCE IS UNCERTAIN, EVER FLEETING AND CHANGING."

AFTER THE STATEMENT WHICH HAS MORE TO DO WITH EPISTEMOLOGY THAN WITH METAPHYSICS, BLAKE SAYS,

"KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, P. 819."
... THAT IS THE BASENESS OF PLATO & THE GREEKS & ALL WARRIORS.

On another page of Berkeley, Blake made the note—

WHAT JESUS CAME TO REMOVE WAS THE HEATHEN OR PLATONIC PHILOSOPHY, WHICH BLINDS THE EYE OF IMAGINATION, THE REAL MAN

THE PRECEDING STATEMENTS COULD BE ATTRIBUTED TO A MISUNDERSTANDING OF PLATO'S PHILOSOPHY, RATHER THAN TO A REJECTION OF PLATO'S THEORY OF IDEAS WHICH EXIST MORE TRULY THAN THE MATERIAL WORLD; HOWEVER, THE FOLLOWING CANNOT FAIL TO BE RECOGNIZED AS A DIRECT DENIAL OF SUPERNATURAL "TRUTH". REFERRING TO THE PASSAGE BY SWEDENBORG—

• • • NOTHING DOETH IN GENERAL SO CONTRADICT MAN'S NATURAL FAVOURITE OPINIONS AS TRUTH; AND ALL THE GRANDEST AND PUREST TRUTHS OF HEAVEN MUST NEEDS SEEM Opaque AND PERPLEXING TO THE NATURAL MAN AT FIRST VIEW.

Blake says simply,

LIES & PRIESTOCRACY: TRUTH IS NATURE.

Blake shows a reason for dualism in philosophy, when he says, "THOUGHT WITHOUT AFFECTION MAKES A DISTINCTION BETWEEN LOVE & WISDOM, AS IT DOES BETWEEN BODY & SPIRIT." Although THE IMMEDIATE PRECEDING QUOTATION SEEMS TO COMPLETELY ABOLISH THE POSSIBILITY OF INTERPRETING BLAKE'S PHILOSOPHY AS A DUALISTIC OR SUPERNATURAL ONE, THERE CAN BE CITED STATEMENTS

1 KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, p. 620.
2 Ibid., p. 746.
3 Ibid., p. 730.
CONCERNING "HELL" WHICH SUGGEST THE SOURCE OF CONFUSION CONCERNING HIS BELIEFS, THOUGH THEY, IN THEMSELVES, ARE CLEARLY "MONISTIC" AND NOT SUPERSTITIOUS. THE ONE OF THESE WHICH IS MORE EXPPLICIT FOLLOWS:

TO HELL TILL HE BEHAVES BETTER! MARK THAT I DO NOT BELIEVE THERE IS SUCH A THING LITERALLY (SIC), BUT HELL IS THE BEING SHUT UP IN THE POSSESSION OF CORPOREAL DESIRES WHICH SHORTLY NEARLY THE MAN, FOR ALL LIFE IS HOLY.

THE MEANING OF THIS, IT SEEMS, WOULD BE MORE OBVIOUS IF IT WERE WORDED SIMPLY,

"I DO NOT BELIEVE SUCH A THING LITERALLY, FOR ALL LIFE IS HOLY"; HOWEVER, IT DOES NOT SEEM THAT IT COULD BE CONTRADICTORY FOR BLAKE TO BELIEVE IN THE SORT OF HELL DESCRIBED IN THAT CENTRAL CLAUSE. IT SEEMS THAT THE MEANING OF THIS IS, "I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT IT IS HELL, IN THE USUAL NEGATIVE SENSE, BECAUSE ALL LIFE IS HOLY, BUT IT IS OFTEN CALLED 'HELL'; RATHER, THIS CONDITION OF BEING LIMITED TO CORPOREAL DESIRES IS ONE THAT WILL MAKE HIM BEHAVE BETTER," AS MENTIONED IN THE PRECEDING SECTION.

**Desire Gratified**

**Plants, Fruits of Life & Beauty There.**

IN THIS CASE, BEING "SHUT UP" IN "THE DESIRES" WOULD BE A MORE FORCEFUL APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE. IT IS A COMMON CHARACTERISTIC OF BLAKE TO USE A WORD IN ITS ORDINARY, AND FREQUENTLY PLATONIC, SENSE, BUT WITH THE OPPOSITE EMOTIONAL VALUE; FOR INSTANCE, IN THE NEXT EXAMPLE "ANGEL" IS IN ITS

---

2. See p. 97.
3. See p. 72.
usual Christian-Platonic sense, allied with "Reason", but
to Blake, "angels" and "reason were "Evil", if that word
can be used. In this example, the "hell" is neither called,
nor intended to be, the same as that of the preceding example;
it is called "the infinite abyss," and represents both the
attitude of "angels" implicit in their use of the word "hell,"
and the effect of the "angels" and "reason" upon Blake, or
upon his "type". In "a memorable fancy," the "angels"
attitude is shown first!

An angel came to me and said: "O pitiable foolish
young man! O horrible! O dreadful state!"

After descending through a stable, a church, a mill, and a
cave, Blake says:

"we beheld the infinite abyss, fiery as the smoke
of a burning city..."

When they have returned to the real world, Blake says:

"all that we saw was owing to your metaphysics;
for when you ran away, I found myself on a bank
by moonlight hearing a harper."

Blake then shows the "angel" the corrupt nature of "aristotle's
analytics", and, to the angel's complaint says,

"we impose on one another, & it is but lost time
to converse with you whose works are only analytics."

1 KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, PP. 188-90.
2 Ibid., p. 188.
The last quotations show that the "hell" which is not called such by Blake is only the "non-existence," the desire to transcend the earth, of the supernaturalists; but though the heaven of the supernaturalists is Blake's hell, and vice versa, Blake is not a simple materialist. In Buddhist terms, Blake "quit trying" to transcend the world and "succeeded," though a more accurate term, as revealed in the first section of this chapter, would be "transformed."

On page 83 of this section, it was mentioned that the central part would be devoted to showing how "the combination of two factors necessarily resulted in Blake's..." "mysticism," i.e., his pursuit of a superior form of consciousness, as Colin Wilson indicated, and Blake implied by his poem "To Butts," Blake could be considered a "vitalist"; that is, he believed that "life" was a universal thing ("an expansive" principle or forge) and that human life and consciousness are merely manifestations of the "creative essence." Probably a more fitting name would be "pantheism"; at least this name will aid in the elucidation of that part of Blake's metaphysics which can be said to deal with, without deviating much from the original meaning of that word, the "entelechy" of all matter, i.e., that which may be called the elan vital, or "cause"; in other words, that which makes actual, or realizes, the merely potential, as distinguished from the part which will follow (mentioned in section on epistemology), viz., ontology, which is by its nature,
VERY CLOSELY RELATED TO SPISTEMOLOGY.

A COMMON, THOUGH ENTIRELY ERRONEOUS, UNDERSTANDING OF "PANTHEISM" IS THAT IT IS SYNONYMOUS WITH "ANIMISM." BLAKE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD ANIMISM WAS THE SAME AS HIS ATTITUDE TOWARD ANY DUALISM; IN "MARRIAGE OF HEAVEN AND HELL" HE SAYS THAT AFTER THE "... ANCIENT POETS ANIMATED ALL SENSIBLE OBJECTS WITH GODS OR GENIUSES..." SOMEONE SLAVERY THE VULGAR BY ATTEMPTING TO REALIZE OR ABSTRACT THE MENTAL DEITIES FROM THEIR OBJECTS; THUS BEGAN PRIESTHOOD,... INCLUD ED IN THIS SORT OF M I S U S E OF THE WORD "PANTHEISM" IS THAT "PHILOSOPHY" WHICH MIGHT BE CALLED "HIGHER ANIMISM," WHICH BELIEVES THAT ALL NATURE, APPARENTLY EXCLUDING MAN (WHO HAS HIS OWN SOUL), HAS A "SOUL": THE ONLY SIMILARITY THIS HAS TO TRUE PANTHEISM IS THAT IT TENDS TO PUT NATURE ON A MORE MAN-LIKE LEVEL. BLAKE, OF COURSE, WOULD REJECT THIS ATTITUDE BECAUSE OF ITS DUALISM, AS HE WOULD THAT SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT FORM OF THE SAME BELIEF WHICH, ALTHOUGH IT IS SOMETIMES CONSIDERED PANTHEISTIC BECAUSE IT DOES NOT CONSIDER THE WORLD TO BE EVIL, LOOKS THROUGH, OR BEYOND, THE WORLD, TO A WORLD OF PLATONIC IDEAS, ETC., AND THE SAME "WORLD-SOUL".

A SECOND, AND SOMEWHAT MORE JUSTIFIABLE, CRITICISM OF AND OF BLAKE IS THAT WHICH CLAIMS THAT THE "VITALISTIC" POSITION DIMINISHES THE VALUE OF GOD, EITHER BY MAKING HIM

KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, p. 185.
IMPERSONAL, OR BY ASSOCIATING HIM WITH "OUR LEVEL" OF THINGS.
BLAKE WOULD DISAGREE WITH THAT FORM OF PANTHEISM WHICH WOULD
REQUIRE THAT "God" BE WORSHIPPED AS AN ABSTRACT AND UNIVER-
SALLY EQUAL PRINCIPLE RATHER THAN AS WHAT MIGHT BE CALLED
THE EXPRESSION OF THE VITALISTIC PRINCIPLE IN PARTICULAR
THINGS; WHEREVER ABSTRACTION EXISTS IT IS HATED BY BLAKE.

HIS STATEMENT WHICH WAS STIMULATED BY A SIMILAR THOUGHT IN
SWEDENBORG'S DIVINE LOVE REVEALS HIS POSITION CLEARLY:

THINK OF A WHITE CLOUD AS BEING HOLY; YOU CANNOT LOVE
IT; BUT THINK OF A HOLY MAN WITHOUT THE CLOUD, LOVE SPRINGS
UP IN YOUR THOUGHTS, FOR TO THINK OF HOLINESS DISTINCT FROM
MAN IS IMPOSSIBLE TO THE AFFECTIONS.

ANOTHER ILLUSTRATION OF BLAKE'S BELIEF IN A PERSONAL GOD IS
FOUND IN MARTHANH, WHEN HE SAYS

"THE WORSHIP OF GOD IS TO HONOURING HIS GIFTS IN OTHER
MEN, EACH ACCORDING TO HIS GENIUS, AND LOVING THE GREATEST
MEN BEST: THOSE WHO ENVY OR CALUMNiate GREAT MEN HATE
God; FOR THERE IS NO OTHER GOD."

THIS PRECEDING QUOTATION SEEMS CLEARLY TO BE VULNERABLE TO
THAT CRITICISM OF PANTHEISM AS "DEGRADING GOD TO OUR LEVEL";
HOWEVER, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE WORDS "HONOURING HIS
GIFTS" SUGGESTS A RETHINKING OF THE IDEA THAT THE "EXPRESSION
OF THE PRINCIPLE, RATHER THAN THE PRINCIPLE ABSTRACTED FROM
ITS EXPRESSION, IS TO BE WORSHIPPED," WITH THE RESULT THAT
SOMETHING LARGER THAN MAN CAN BE CALLED "God." THIS IDEA
WILL BE FURTHER ELUCIDATED IN THE DISCUSSION OF BLAKE'S

*KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, P. 191.
ontology. Although, as suggested, the statement about "no other God" was softened by the implication of the existence of a universal principle which, although it is not to be worshipped as itself, can be called "God," Blake's true "answer" to this sort of criticism, i.e., that "God is lowered," is given in There is No Natural Religion (Second Series) as the summary of a discussion of "the infinite," as follows: "Therefore God becomes as we are, that we may be as He is." The meaning of this should be obvious: the "infinite" God, as the "universal entelechy," i.e., the Elan Vital, has continuously as its effect mankind, which, under particular "natural" circumstances, can be aware of its infinite real nature. As the Elan Vital is creative, mankind, when aware of infinite nature is creative.

Blake's use of the word "infinity" (and "eternity") might seem to be contradictory to his "anti-Platonism," but it is clear that he does not intend them to imply by it personal immortality, such as, for instance, that argued by orthodox Christians: "infinity" refers to a state of "absolutely real" perception. Blake succinctly explains this idea in Jerusalem as follows:

As the Pilgrim passes while the country permanent remains,
So men pass on, but States remain permanent forever.

Since a simple and universal "vitalistic" impulse is the source of man's creativeness, the universe conceived by

1 Keynes, Poetry and Prose of William Blake, p. 148.
2 Kazin, The Portable Blake, p. 487.
BLAKE WAS NOT THE "DISORDERLY" ONE THAT IT MIGHT BE SUPPOSED WHEN IT IS CONSIDERED THAT EACH "IDENTITY" IS A "GOD"; TO BLAKE'S NON-PLATONIC AND THOROUGHLY MONISTIC MIND, THE ONLY "GENERAL ABSOLUTE" WAS THAT WHICH HERE HAS BEEN CALLED THE "ENTELECHY"; THOUGH EACH "IDENTITY" IS COMPLETELY FREE, IT, AND ITS CREATIVE ACTS, ARE EXPRESSIONS OF THE "ENTELECHY" OF ITS MATTER, AND THEREFORE ORDERLY SINCE "ENTELECHY" IS "ONE": "NO OMNIPOTENCE CAN ACT AGAINST ORDER." 1 Nevertheless, "EACH THING IS ITS OWN CAUSE AND ITS OWN EFFECT." 2

THE PRECEDING DISCUSSION OF THE NATURE OF "GOD" AND "MAN" HAS, TO SOME EXTENT, ANSWERED THE THIRD OBJECTION THAT CHRISTIANS FREQUENTLY RAISE AGAINST PANTHEISM AND AGAINST BLAKE, VIZ., THAT "PERSONALITY," OR SEPARATE IMMORTAL IDENTITY IS LOST IN, OR NEGLECTED BY PANTHEISM. IT HAS BEEN SHOWN IN CONTRADICTION TO THIS CRITICISM, THAT EACH IDENTITY IS CONSIDERED TO BE A GOD, AND IS, IN A WAY, "INFINITE." 3 IT HAS ALSO BEEN SHOWN THAT, ALTHOUGH THE "GOD" CANNOT TRULY BE SAID TO BE INFERIOR TO OTHER SortS OF GODS, SINCE THE "STATES," WHEREIN THE INFINITY IS EXPERIENCED, "REMAIN PERMANENT FOR¬ EVER," THE CRITICISM IS VALID IN ITS SAYING THAT PERSONAL IMMORTALITY IS LACKING FROM PANTHEISM, HOWEVER, BLAKE TREATS THE SUBJECT EXPLICITLY IN A NOTE ON ONE OF SWEDENBORG'S

1KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, P. 721.
2BID., P. 735.
STATEMENTS

Essence is not identity, but from Essence proceeds identity & from one Essence may proceed many identities, as from one affection may proceed many thoughts. Surely this (Swedenborg's statement that they are the same) is an oversight.

That there is but one omnipotent, uncreate & God I agree, but that there is but one infinite I do not; for if all but God is not infinite, they shall come to an end, which God forbid.

If the Essence was the same as the identity, there could be but one identity, which is false. Heaven would upon this plan be but a clock; but one & the same essence is therefore essence & not identity.

Thus, although Blake's conception of "identity" might be considered to be unsatisfactory by an orthodox Christian, who desires personal immortality after the death of his body, it seems to be, for the person who desires "mystical" experience while "on earth," a superior position, since the "identity" itself is "infinite," i.e., unbounded and free. To the extent that it exists, and can perceive its goal, it is capable of possessing it, or does possess it, while the Christian conception of the soul which experiences "mystical union" necessarily involves a "journey" of some sort, to extricate itself from its contamination with matter (see Chapter 1).

Having mentioned that ontology is very closely related to epistemology, and having shown that Blake's epistemology is, fundamentally, concerned with the idea that

1Keynes, Poetry and Prose of William Blake, p. 738.
2Chapter III, Section III, p. 88.
Truth is given immediately by means of the senses (including those which can be considered the "internal sense,") and the best truth by "inspired sense." It should be obvious that Blake's ontology can be summarized by the statement "perception is equivalent to existence." In other words, "perceptualism" is that complement of "vitalism," which turns what would otherwise be simple pantheism into "mysticism," or "mystical pantheism." Conversely, "vitalism" is that force (considered as mere "expansion," in 11.91, p. 72; "My eyes did expand") which "inspires" (or vitalizes) perception. This interaction can be better understood by considering the psychological effects of holding either idea independently. If "vitalism" were the only doctrine held, the person would supposedly be interested in the aggrandizement of living things, of society, and of himself; there would be no necessary reference to consciousness. On the other hand, if "perceptualism" were the only intellectual predisposition, there would not necessarily be either a philosophical recognition of a creative impulse, physical or psychological, or a practical interest in the world; in fact, this position is frequently coupled with pessimism, although in perceptualism itself there is no reason for such a position. It is only when the recognition of an "expansive" principle is coupled with perceptualism that a "worldly mystical" position results.
The "interaction" and its relation to the "mythical experience" can be understood with some perspective if the two factors are considered in the situation referred to by Blake in the statement, "Each thing is its own cause & its own effect;" 1 within the body (or any other entity). If the "entelechy" is considered to be some sort of an "expansion," as mentioned above, it is seen that each unit of the body will be exerting force continuously on the surrounding units; the resulting contact is what Blake calls "perception." Equating perception with existence (as is done by perceptualism), it is seen that a thing "caused" itself by perceiving itself. Using Buddhist terminology, 2 "expansion" could be called "the primary reflex of the void," and perception (or existence) 3 "the great delight" (Maha Sukta). 3

In the situation of "worldly mysticism," one's worldly actions will be directed toward the improvement of consciousness on all levels, and one's consciousness, i.e., one's existence, will be (according to Blake's beliefs) increased.

1-keynes, poetry and prose of william blake, p. 735.
2-see chapter 1, p. 10.
3-blake's "yoga" also was very similar to that of tantric hinduism and the related buddhism; the main difference between the two seems to be that the tantrists limited their worldly yoga or ethic to a sort of esoteric ritual, while Blake made the entire world, as far as it was known to him, the field for practice of his "mythical" yoga or ethic.
UNTIL, BARRING AN INCREASE IN OUTSIDE OPPOSITION: "...MAN'S
POSSESSION IS INFINITE & HIMSELF INFINITE."
SINCE IT SEEMS
OBVIOUS THAT THE ENTELECHY MUST BE, IN ITSELF, UNCHANGEABLE
IN INTENSITY, AN EXPLANATION MUST BE GIVEN FOR A WEAKENING OF
ITS EFFECT, AND THE RESULTANT WEAKENING OF PERCEPTION. AL-
THOUGH MANY THINGS CONTRIBUTE TO A LACK OF AWARENESS OF THE
FACTORS OF VITALISM AND PERCEPTION, THE APPARENT WEAKENING
OF THE "EXPANSIVE FORCE" IS CALLED BY BLAKE SIMPLY LACK OF
"ORGANIZATION"; ""INNOCENCE" WILL BE TREATED MORE FULLY
IN THE THIRD SECTION OF THIS CHAPTER, BUT IT, IN GENERAL,
MEANS "AWARENESS OF AND POSSESSION OF THE VISIONARY FACULTY."
THIS APPARENT WEAKENING OF THE "ENTLECHY" IS AN EFFECTIVE
WEAKENING OF THE DESIRES: "...BEING RESTRAN'D, IT BY DEGREES
BECOMES PASSIVE, TILL IT IS ONLY THE SHADOW OF DESIRE." 
ALTHOUGH THIS SUBJECT WILL BE QUITE THOROUGHLY DEVELOPED IN
THE THIRD SECTION OF THIS CHAPTER, A DISTINCTION ALREADY
MADE BETWEEN THE LACK OF AWARENESS OF THE ENTELECHY'S
PRESENCE AND THE APPARENT LACK OF STRENGTH OF THE ENTELECHY
CAN BE ILLUSTRATED: AS ALREADY MENTIONED, THE "LACK OF
STRENGTH" IS THE RESULT OF SOME KIND OF "DISORGANIZATION";
THE "LACK OF AWARENESS" IS CAUSED BY THE POSSESSION OF SOMETHING

---

1 Keynes, Poetry and Prose of William Blake, p. 148.
2 See pp. 96, 97.
3 Keynes, Poetry and Prose of William Blake, p. 182.
WHICH APPEARS TO BE TRUTH, BUT IS EITHER FALSE OR EMPTY; SPEAKING OF THAT DESIRE WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN "RESTRAINED," BLAKE SAYS "THE RESTRAINER OR REASON USURPS ITS PLACE & GOVERNS THE UNWILLING." ACCORDING TO THIS, REASON ("THE SAME DULL ROUND OVER AGAIN") BECOMES THE LIMIT OF CONSCIOUSNESS (WHEN DESIRE IS FORGOTTEN), AND CREATIVE DESIRE IS FORGOTTEN AND NEGLECTED.

THE QUOTATION ABOVE ("...MAN'S POSSESSION...") WILL ALSO HELP SOMERATHTO SHOW, AS SUGGESTED AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS SECTION, BLAKE'S EXPLANATION FOR HUMAN AWARENESS (OR DISCOVERY) OF THOSE TWO FACTORS, VIZ., VITALISM AND PERCEPTUALISM.

THE COMPLETE SEVENTH PROPOSITION OF "THERE IS NO NATURAL RELIGION," SECOND SERIES, READS "THE DESIRE OF MAN BEING INFINITE, THE POSSESSION (THE EQUIVALENT OF "PERCEPTION") IS INFINITE & HIMSELF INFINITE." (AT THIS POINT, IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THE SIMILARITIES AMONG THE PHILOSOPHIES OF BLAKE, BUDDHISM, AND MACLOW. ALTHOUGH THIS IS PRIMARILY A STATEMENT CONCERNING "ESSENCE" OR ENTELECHY, IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE "EXPANSION" IS PRESENT IN THE BODY AS

---

1 KEYNES, POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE, P. 182.
2 Ibid, P. 148.
3 Ibid, P. 148.
4 See this thesis, pp. 7-10.
5 See this thesis, pp. 33-36.
Desire, and, eventually, is recognized as equivalent to the
entelechy, or "God"; a more specific statement of the body's
being the initiator of "mystical" consciousness is found in
The Everlasting Gospel, where "Jesus" calls the body:

Love's temple that God dwelleth in,

* * * * * * * * * * * *

The naked human form divine,

* * * * * * * * * * * *

On which the soul expand its wing. 2

In other words, simply a degree of freedom to follow the
desires of the body3 constitutes the beginning of the
"mystic way."

Blake suggests that dualism is the barrier to the realization
that the reality of all things depends upon the per-ceiver; when he says:

The ancient tradition that the world will be con-
sumed in fire at the end of six thousand years is true,
as I have heard from hell. 4

For the cherub with his flaming sword is hereby com-
manded to leave his guard at the (sic) of life;
and when he does, the whole creation will be consumed
and appear infinite and holy, whereas it now appears
finite & corrupt.

This will come to pass by an improvement of sensual
enjoyment;

but first the notion that man has a body distinct
from his soul is to be expunged. 4

1 "Soul" is used here to mean simply "consciousness";
Blake says: 4 Man had no body distinct from his soul. 3

2 Energy is the only life, and is from the body. 3

3 Energy is Eternal Delight.

Keynes, Marriage of Heaven & Hell, p. 182.

4 Ibid., p. 141.

5 See Chapter 111, p. 85 and the third section of this chap.

6 Keynes, Poetry & Prose of William Blake, p. 186.
This last line refers to the idea that the fact of perception is subsequent, or rather, subordinate, to the entelechy, which is its cause, i.e., its "soul." It is the failure to be conscious of the inter-relatedness of the two factors, and even of their existence, which prevents one from making use of this knowledge to "cleanse" his perceptions. At least to the extent that he can, while living in a society which still perceives nature as "finite & corrupt" ("...some scarce see nature at all"), on the basis of the above quotation, Blake's ethics, which concern the social aspects of "cleansing the perceptions" mentioned above could be called "eschatology," i.e., a consideration of the destinies, especially in the mystical sense, of man as an individual and as a group. Ethics in this sense, can be considered to be somewhat similar to karma yoga.

As the "subjective" aspect of the "purification" of man's vision was the subject of the first section of this chapter, which showed that Blake's form of "mysticism" was a permanent intensification of consciousness (rather than a temporary escape from the world), the "objective" aspect of

1. If the doors of perception were cleansed every thing would appear to man as it is, infinite." Keynes, Poetry and Prose of William Blake, p. 187.

2. Ibid., p. 855.

From the preceding discussions of Blake's ideas, it should be evident that Blake's "ethics" are largely concerned with political, economic, and social goals, with mainly only negative attention to "morality." The ideas of innocence and experience are the "keys" to this section, more than others, and consequently, the "songs" of innocence and of experience which elucidate these ideas will be given.

This "mythical" attitude toward society is the basis for some of the psychological analyses which consider Blake to be schizophrenic; however, Jung's classification of this personality type as "introverted" was not, and even superior to other types, is the one which is assumed, in this thesis, to be true.
attention. Simply, primary innocence and its corrupted state of "simple-minded innocence" is considered in "Songs of Innocence," and an intelligent, realistic grasp of "the world as it is" seems to be the basis for "Songs of Experience." Complete, or "organized," innocence is implicit in experience, since when error and tyranny are recognized, they will be destroyed, and in the freedom and abundance which will replace them, pure innocence (confidence) will be in line with the facts. Although capitalism is the main "political" subject criticized by Blake, the religions which are allied with capitalism because of their authoritarian nature were equally hated by him.

"The Chimney Sweeper" in the "Songs of Innocence" is a particularly harsh condemnation of the society and economic system which corrupts the original innocence of children who grow up in it. The first stanza is direct statement of the power of money over weak individuals (and my father sold me), and the second gives the exploiters' argument for obedience and practicality. "Hush, Tom, never mind it," which is the well-known lie that poverty is a happier state than wealth, because it avoids the problems of wealth. The first two lines of stanza three suggest the mental result of an external effect: since there is no hope for the weak in the real world despite the rich man's argument that there is, church's offer of happiness in "the other world" is accepted.
STANZAS FOUR AND FIVE ARE DEVOTED TO THE CHURCH'S HAPPY MYTH OF SALVATION WHICH TOM SAW IN HIS DREAMS IN THE LAST STANZAS.

AND SO TOM AROSE AND WE ROSE IN THE DARK,
AND GOT WITH OUR BAGS & OUR BRUSHES TO WORK.
THO' THE MORNING WAS COLD, TOM WAS HAPPY & WARM,
SO IF ALL DO THEIR DUTY THEY NEED NOT FEAR HARM.

EVIL HAS BEEN ACCEPTED AND ADAPTED TO; SO THAT IT HAS BECOME INVISIBLE. THE LAST LINE SHOWS IN BLAKE'S OPINION, HOW RELIGION SUPPORTS THE EXPLOITATION OF THE LABORING CLASS.

THREE POEMS IN THE "SONGS OF INNOCENCE" CONTAIN STATEMENTS OF A PROBLEM THAT IS NOT REVEALED AS A PROBLEM UNTIL IT IS RESTATE IN THE "SONGS OF EXPERIENCE." "PITY" IS THE THEME OF THE THREE POEMS. "THE DIVINE IMAGE," "HOLY THURSDAY," AND "ON ANOTHER'S SORROW;" ALTHOUGH THE IDEA OF MISERY IS INHERENT IN THAT OF PITY, IT IS NOT EMPHASIZED HERE. IT SEEMS TO BE ASSUMED THAT DISTRESS IS NECESSARY, AS, BLAKE BELIEVES, THE CHURCH AND STATE WANT IT TO BE ASSUMED; FOR INSTANCE,

"THE DIVINE IMAGE" BEGINS

TO MERCY, PITY, PEACE, AND LOVE
ALL PRAY IN THEIR DISTRESS;
AND TO THESE VIRTUES OF DELIGHT
RETURN THEIR THANKFULNESS.

"HOLY THURSDAY" CONTAINS TWO STATEMENTS WHICH WILL APPEAR AS PROBLEMS LATER, IN THE LINES

THE HUM OF MULTITUDES WAS THERE, BUT MULTITUDES OF LAMBS;
THOUSANDS OF LITTLE BOYS & GIRLS RAISING THEIR INNOCENT HANDS.

THE CHRISTIAN METAPHOR OF A "LAMB" (WHICH IS TO BE PITIED) IS APPARENTLY USED TO INDICATE THAT THIS IS WRITTEN FROM A
Priestly Point of View, and only the word "but" hints that this is not right. The priest's statement continues:

Beneath them sit the aged men, wise guardians of the poor.
Then cherish pity, lest you drive an angel from your door.

Thus, the emphasis is again on being thankful for pity rather than considering that misery and poverty are not necessary; as with "lambs" in the earlier lines, "guardians of the poor" can mean, if seen from the "experienced" point of view, a negative meaning, i.e., "keepers of the poor," in the sense of "slave-holders" and "creators of poverty."
"Angel" is generally a symbol of tyranny.

Further expression of the theme of pity and the misery which is apparently necessary is given in "On another's sorrow." The feeble argument that the presence and pity of "thy maker" gives comfort is given in stanzas four to eight, and in the last stanza the inefficacy of this is indicated, though still not explicitly stated. The last two stanzas will illustrate how this is done:

Think not thou canst sigh a sigh
And thy maker is not by;
Think not thou canst weep a tear
And thy maker is not near.

Or he gives to us his joy
That our grief he may destroy;
Till our grief is fled & gone
He doth sit by us and moan.

[Blake later said in "An Answer to the Parson," who asks "Why of the sheep do you not learn peace?": "Because I don't want you to shear my fleece."
The "maker is near," and by the "innocent" reader it is
assumed that his efforts are the cause of its fleeing; how-
ever, this is not what Blake said. He simply, as in the
other poems of this book, allows it to be read in that way,
since he is illustrating that point of view. The inter-
pretation that is supported by his other writings (Songs of
Experience, Marriage of Heaven & Hell) is that two are griev-
ing where before only one was, that is, the problem has been
doubled, rather than solved. The "Songs of Experience"
besides refuting and offering solutions to problems in the
"Songs of Innocence," point out other evils, but here they
are not given an acceptable appearance; they are directly
stated, and a solution more or less directly given. As
mentioned earlier, the "Songs of Experience" are intended to
illustrate "an intelligent realistic grasp of the world as it
is," for example, one poem, "The Angel," gives an outline of
how the corruption of tyranny is to be thrown off, as "The
Chimney Sweeper" in "Songs of Innocence" gave an outline of
the process of accepting tyranny. Others, such as "The
Little Girl Lost" give glimpses of the world after it has,
through revolution, thrown off tyranny.

The "Introduction" to this group of verses, and "Earth's
Answer" give the basic idea of the book. In the first line
of the "Introduction" Blake introduces himself, indicating
that he is no longer speaking from a different viewpoint, or
PERSONALITY, and that he perceives reality ("who present, past, and future, sees") even though his
ears have heard
The holy word
That walk'd among the ancient trees,
calling the lapsed soul,
and weeping in the evening dew.

The "holy word" that "weeps" is apparently the one earlier
called "thy maker." The following line is somewhat confusing,
since apparently to avoid "who?" he uses the word "that" to
indicate the "bard":

The might control
The starry pole,
And fallen, fallen light renew!

With this interpretation, "renewing the fallen light" would
happen in spite of having heard "the holy word," rather than
being done by "the holy word" (not the "bard") which is "calling
the lapsed soul and weeping..." This interpretation
(rather than that which would say that blake, the bard, has
heard the "poetic spirit" (holy word) which is calling the
"lapsed soul" i.e., the unrealistic mind, back to reality,
in which the "fallen light" could be renewed) which inter-
pretation would apparently be supported by the following lines:

O Earth, O Earth, return!

and

Turn away no more

Thus equating "Earth" with "lapsed soul" seems necessary be-
cause in "Earth's Answer," "Earth" speaks with extreme harsh-
NESS OF "THE FATHER OF THE ANCIENT MEN" WHO IS "SLEEPING"

FOR EXAMPLE:

"SELFISH FATHER OF MEN!
CRUEL, JEALOUS, SELFISH FEAR!

AND

SELFISH, VAIN!
ETERNAL BANE!

IF THIS WERE NOT INTENDED TO REFER TO "THY MAKER," "THE HOLY WORDS" AS OPPOSED TO THE BARD, IT COULD ONLY MEAN THAT "EARTH" WAS REJECTING NOT ONLY THE "HOLY WORDS" BUT ALSO THE RENEWAL OF THE "FALLEN LIGHT" AND THE "RETURN" MENTIONED, WHILE THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THE POEM IS OBVIOUSLY TO ASK FOR THESE THINGS, WHICH SIGNIFY "LIBERTY!"

EARTH RAISED UP HER HEAD
FROM THE DARKNESS DREAD & Drear,
HER LIGHT FLED,
STONY DREAD;
AND HER LOCKS COVER'D WITH GREY DESPAIR

CAN DELIGHT;
CHAIN'D IN NIGHT;
THE VIRGINS OF YOUTH AND MORNING BORE?

DOES THE SOVER
SOW BY NIGHT,
OR THE PLOUGHMAN IN DARKNESS PLOW?

THUS IT IS SEEN THAT THE LINES

"O EARTH, O EARTH, RETURN!
ARISE FROM OUT THE DEWY GRASS;
NIGHT IS BORN,
AND THE MORNING
RISES FROM THE SLUMBEROUS MASSES.

"TURN AWAY NO MORE;
WHY VILT THOU TURN AWAY?"

ARE SPOKEN BY THE BARD HIMSELF, AND AS HIMSELF, NOT AS THE PUBLIC VOICE OF THE "HOLY WORDS," AND ARE ASKING THE WORLD TO TURN AWAY FROM THE HOLY WORDS' CONTROL AND TO TURN AWAY NO
more from reality. The "Lapsed Soul" could, without departing from Blake's principle (Chapter III: Metaphysics) that the soul and body are not separate things, be interpreted as the "Earth" which is being called into unreality, or corruption, from its original innocent state by the dualistic philosophy of tyranny. It will be noted that this differs from the equation of "Earth" with "Lapsed Soul" in the rejected interpretation. In the direction that the world is being "called" by the Holy Word, which in the rejected interpretation was into reality, thereby giving the Holy Word a positive function, which, as was explained, would make the poem "Earth's Answer" meaningless and self-contradictory and would also be contrary to Blake's total philosophy.

"The God and the Pebble" is one of the most concise yet complete statements of the difference between the so-called "innocent" state and the "experienced" state, and the cause of each. The first stanza

"Love seeketh not itself to please, Nor for itself hath any care, But for another gives its ease, And builds a Heaven in Hell's despair."

is typical of the poems in the "Songs of Innocence," but two key words give an exact and unavoidable meaning to it even without the rest of the poem. Although those stanzas add to the clarity of its meaning, an "innocent," or "angelic," reading for the last line would, of course, be "and builds a
HEAVEN IN SPITE OF HELL'S OPPOSITION, or, MORE IN AGREEMENT WITH THE POEM, "AND BUILDS A HEAVEN WITHIN HELL, OR UPON A DESPERATE SITUATION," viz., BEING "TRODDEN WITH THE CATTLE'S FEET." HOWEVER, THAT THIS IS NOT THE MEANING OF THE WORDS "HELL'S DESPAIR" IS INDICATED, IF THE FACT THAT BEING TRODDEN BY CATTLE'S FEET IS A BLAKEAN DESCRIPTION OF HELL IS IN SUFFICIENT INDICATION BY THE AMBIGUOUS WORD APPLIED TO HEAVEN IN THE LAST STANZA, i.e., "DESPITE," MEANING APPROXIMATELY, "MALIGN," IF THERE IS TO BE ANY REAL DISTINCTION BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT HELL CAN NOT BE A PLACE OF DESPAIR IN THE ABOVE SENSE AND HEAVEN A MALICIOUS FORCE; THEREFORE, THE ONLY OTHER POSSIBLE INTERPRETATION OF "HELL'S DESPAIR" MUST BE USED, AND THIS IS THE MEANING THAT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS TO A READER FAMILIAR WITH BLAKE. SINCE, FOR INSTANCE, BLAKE SAYS IN "THE MARRIAGE OF HEAVEN AND HELL," "GOOD IS THE PASSIVE THAT OBEYS REASON, EVIL IS THE ACTIVE SPRINGING FROM ENERGY," AND "ENERGY IS ETERNAL DELIGHT," "ENERGY IS THE ONLY LIFE..." AND "GOOD IS HEAVEN, EVIL IS HELL." THUS HIS "HELL IS "ENERGY" AND "ETERNAL DELIGHT." OBVIOUSLY, THE PHRASE "HELL'S DESPAIR" IS INTENDED TO MEAN THAT AFTER HAVING BEEN "TRODDEN WITH THE CATTLE'S FEET," THAT IS, TYRANNIZED AND MADE MISERABLE, "ENERGY MAY LOSE HOPE, AND ALLOW THE INDIVIDUAL, WHOSE PASSIVE QUALITIES REMAIN, TO BE CONTROLLED OR TYRANNIZED BY WHATEVER FORCE.

KAZIN, The Portable Blake, pp. 250, 251.
That seeks to impose a system of beliefs ("reason") and action on mankind. As mentioned in connection with the poem "On Another's Sorrow" in Songs of Innocence, this type of "love" is not creative since all it "builds" is a "heaven" which existed anyway before hell disappeared; rather, it is self-destructive since it "gives its ease" for another.

In the second half of the middle stanza,

But a pebble of the brook
Warbled out these mettres meet!

"A pebble of the brook" refers to, apparently, anyone who is not subject to tyranny or continual troubles, although the fact that a pebble is made of firmer material than a cloud may not be simply accidental, that is, it might be an intentional choice based on Blake's opinion that "genius" is at least congenital if not hereditary, rather than acquired.

That this might have been his intention is suggested by his statement, "Those who restrain desire do so because theirs is weak enough to be restrained, and the restrainer or reason usurps its place and governs the unwilling, and being restrained, it by degrees becomes passive,..." and by his underlining of Lavater's aphorism, "He alone has energy that cannot be deprived of it." Although the first example speaks

1 Kazin, The Portable Blakes, p. 251.
2 Keynes, Poetry and Prose of William Blake, p. 718.
OF THE PERSON RESTRAINING HIS OWN DESIRE, IT IS APPROPRIATE, SINCE, AS MENTIONED EARLIER, IN RELATION TO "THE CHIMNEY SWEEPER," THE BELIEFS AND STANDARDS OF THE "OPPRESSOR" ARE ACCEPTED AS THOSE OF THE "OPPRESSED." HOWEVER, THIS POSSIBLE IDEA OF THE IMMUNITY OF GENIUS FROM CORRUPTION BY ITS ENVIRONMENT IS SOMEWHAT IRRELEVANT TO THE THREAT OF THE POEM, I.E., THAT OPPRESSION DOES OCCUR, AND IF IT WAS INTENDED AS AN ADDITIONAL THEME, IT DOES NOT SEEM TO MAKE THE POEM BETTER.

SINCE THE LAST STANZA IS AT THE MOST, ONLY A PARTIAL STATEMENT OF BLAKE'S OR THE GENIUS'S ACTUAL BELIEFS, ANOTHER POSSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR THE DIFFERENT "CHARACTERS," WHICH WOULD AVOID THE NEED OF THE LAST STANZA'S BEING AN ACCURATE STATEMENT OF THE "GENIUS'S "ATTITUDE," WOULD BE THAT BLAKE INTENDED ONLY TO ATTACH A NEGATIVE QUALITY TO THE FIRST CONDITION, "REASON" AND CORRUPTION, RATHER THAN TO SHOW A SPECIFIC SUPERIORITY OF THE SECOND CONDITION; HIS DESCRIPTION OF "REASON" (URIZEN) IN CHAPTER THREE OF FIRST BOOK OF URIZEN (P. 224), "URIZEN IS A CLOD OF CLAY," USES THE SAME METAPHOR.

THE STANZA

"LOVE SEEKETH ONLY SELF TO PLEASE,
TO BOND ANOTHER TO ITS DELIGHT,
JOYS IN ANOTHER'S LOSS OF EASE,
AND BUILDS A HELL IN HEAVEN'S DESPITE."

IS, OF COURSE, THE REVERSE OF THE FIRST STANZA, BUT IT DESERVES SOME SEPARATE COMMENT. IT WAS SAID THAT THE TYPE OF LOVE DESCRIBED IN THE FIRST STANZA WAS SELF-DESTRUCTIVE AND
APPARENTLY NON-CREATIVE. THAT THIS STANZA DESCRIBES A TYPE OF
LOVE WHICH IS CREATIVE AND NOT SELF-DESTRUCTIVE IS INDICATED
BY THE SECOND LINE, WHICH SUGGESTS THAT IN ATTENDING TO ONE'S
OWN PLEASURE ANOTHER IS INVOLVED IN THE DELIGHT BY THE FOURTH
LINE, WHICH SAYS THAT A HELL, A POSITIVE CONDITION, IS ESTAB-
LISHED IN SPITE OF "HEAVEN'S DESPITE," OR MALICE, MALIGNITY,
AND ALSO BY THE THIRD LINE WHICH PARTICULARLY DEALS WITH
THIS LOVE'S BEING NOT SELF-DESTRUCTIVE, BY SHOWING THAT IT
DOES NOT LOSE ITS JOY, EVEN WHEN ANOTHER HAS LOST HIS. THERE
WOULD BE NO PHILOSOPHICAL REASON BEHIND A READING OF IT AS
"GETS PLEASURE FROM ANOTHER'S MISERY."

"HOLY THURSDAY" IS A REPUTATION OF THE "PRIESTLY"
THOUGHTS CONTAINED IN THE POEM OF THE SAME NAME IN SONGS OF
INNOCENCE, ALTHOUGH THE IDEA GIVEN IN THE LAST LINE, "THEN
CHERISH PITY," ETC., IS OMITTED FROM CONSIDERATION,
PROBABLY BECAUSE IT WAS INVOLVED IN "THE CLOD AND THE PEBBLE,"
WHICH IMMEDIATELY PRECEDES THIS POEM, AND ALSO IS THOROUGHLY
COVERED LATER IN "THE HUMAN ABSTRACT." THE LINE, "NOW LIKE
A MIGHTY WIND THEY RAISE TO HEAVEN THE VOICE OF SONG," OF THE
"INNOCENT" VERSION IS ANSWERED BY THE LINES

IS THAT TREMBLING CRY A SONG?
CAN IT BE A SONG OF JOY?

AND THE LINES WHICH FOLLOW,

AND SO MANY CHILDREN POOR?
IT IS A LAND OF POVERTY!

APPEARENTLY REFER TO THE PHRASE IN THE EARLIER POEM, "...GUARD-
IANS OF THE POOR, WITH THE INTERPRETATION GIVEN EARLIER, THAT
This was the meaning intended is indicated by the first stanza:

Is this a holy thing to see
In a rich and fruitful land,
Babes reduced to misery,
Fed with cold and usurious hand?

Which, although it does not directly implicate a statement in the other poems as does the second stanza, it seems likely that the "cold and usurious hand" refers to that of the beadle, holding the mace of church authority, the "hand" "as white as snow." Since "authority" is opposed to human energy, death, and freedom, "snow" is used as a description for the wand, symbol of authority and oppression. The association of oppression with cold and winter is probably the reason for using the word "trembling" in the second stanza, and must be the "key" to the third and fourth stanzas:

And their sun does never shine,
And their fields are bleak & bare,
And their ways are filled with thorns;
It is eternal winter there,

For wherever the sun does shine,
And wherever the rain does fall,
Babe can never hunger there,
Nor poverty the mind appall.

The third stanza describes the existing conditions, but the last seems to be a loosely description (which he later calls Jerusalem). The sun in these stanzas, it seems obvious, represents "human energy and desires"; "rain" possibly stands for the "grateful tears" mentioned in the poem in the "Second Series"; "Ross, Pick, ngs."
THE SUN IS FREED FROM FEARS
AND WITH SOFT GRATEFUL TEARS
ASCENDS THE SKY.

THE IMPLICATION IS, REGARDLESS OF THE DETAILS, THAT WHEN
OPPRESSION IS REMOVED (DESTROYED) POVERTY WILL DISAPPEAR.

ALTHOUGH THERE IS PROBABLY SOME SUPPORT FOR THE OPINION
THAT BLAKE BECAME DISCOURAGED WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF VIOLENT
REVOLUTION AS A MEANS OF ESTABLISHING HIS "JERUSALEM" IN
ENGLAND, AND SUPPOSEDLY IN THE WORLD, AS LATE AS THE WRITING
OF MILTON, 1804-1808, REVOLUTION IS A PROMINENT THEME, AND
HIS LAST MAJOR WORK, JERUSALEM, DEFINITELY CONTAINS IMPLICATIONS
OF THE NECESSITY FOR REVOLUTION. ALTHOUGH THE EMPHASIS
SEEMS TO BE LARGELY ON THE PSYCHOLOGICAL GAINS OF THE REVOLUTION.
PRACTICALLY ALL OF THE "EDDICTIC AND SYMBOLIC WORKS"
PROPSE REVOLUTION OF SOME SORT, I.E., THEY ATTEMPT TO INSPIRE
A DESIRE FOR FREEDOM FROM ANY SORT OF OPPRESSION, INCLUDING
THAT OF REASON, SPIRIT, AND AT LEAST NINE OF THEM ARE LARGELY
CALLS FOR POLITICAL REVOLUTION. "THE LITTLE GIRL LOST" AND
"THE LITTLE GIRL FOUND," IN "SONGS OF EXPERIENCE," SEEM TO
BE EARLY EXAMPLES OF THIS CHARACTERISTIC OF BLAKE'S THOUGHT.
ALTHOUGH MUCH OF EACH POEM IS DEVOTED TO AN ANALYSIS OF THE
SOCIAL PREREQUISITES FOR REVOLUTION, THE BASIC IDEA THAT THE
WORLD WILL AWAKEN, DISCOVER "VISION," AND THROUGH IT SEE THE
REVOLUTION, WITH THE RESULT THAT THE WORLD WILL BECOME A
BEAUTIFUL (RATHER THAN A HARSH) PLACE, IS CLEARLY REVEALED IN
CERTAIN STANZAS. IN DEVELOPING THIS IDEA BLAKE ADDS TO AND...
ALTERS WHAT EARLIER APPEARED AS TWO IDEAS, "PITY" AND "THY MAKER", AND IN SO DOING REVERSES THE MEANING OF THOSE WORDS PREVIOUSLY USED FOR "ANGELIC" IDEAS, AND BINDS THEM INTO A SINGLE CONCEPT, ONE WHICH LATER BECOMES "JESUS" OR THE "ETERNAL HUMANITY," AND IS THE PERFECT CREATIVE REBEL.

IN THE OPENING TWO STANZAS OF "THE LITTLE GIRL LOST," WHICH TWO STANZAS APPARENTLY SERVE AS AN INTRODUCTION TO THE TWO POEMS, AND SEEM TO BUILD ON THE IDEA OF THE CLOSING STANZA OF THE PRECEDING POEM, "HOLY THURSDAY," BLAKE SAYS:

IN FUTURITY
| PROPHETIC SEE
| THAT THE EARTH FROM SLEEP
| (GRAVE THE SENTENCE DEEP)

SHE WILL ARISE AND SEE
| FOR HER MAKER MEEK;
| AND THE DESERT WILD
| BECOME A GARDEN WILD.

SUBSEQUENT STANZAS WILL REVEAL THAT "HER MAKER MEEK" REFERS NOT TO THE "HOLY WORD" OR A SIMILAR ENTITY, BUT TO THE INDIVIDUAL WHOSE ENERGETIC FACULTIES ARE IN CONTROL, AND SINCE THE WORD "MEEK" IS APPLIED TO A CREATIVE THING, I.E., AS OPPOSED TO THE GRAVE "SENTENCE OF SLEEP," THE EFFECT IS TO TEMPER, OR RATHER, TO SHOW TO BE SAFE THE THING IT REFERS TO RATHER THAN TO INDICATE THE ONLY QUALITY OF AN INEFFECTIVE CHARACTER, AS THE PITY OF "THY MAKER" IN "ON ANOTHER'S SORROW."

THE SIXTH STANZA, WITH THE LINES

"LOST IN DESART WILD
IS YOUR LITTLE CHILD."
describes a child's condition in England or in any country, which is economically, philosophically, and psychologically a "desire"; the last of this stanza and all of stanza seven continue showing the inefficacy or the kind of pity revealed in Songs of Innocence; although the parents "weep," it is the "beasts of prey" that first "view'd the maid asleep,"

stanza nine.

the character, benevolent yet fiery, playful in youth, intense and gently loving in old age of the "mystic (or visionary) rebel" is portrayed in the eleventh and twelfth stanzas.

Leopards, Tygers, play
round her as she lay,
while the lion old
bob'd his mane of gold
and her bobom lick
and upon her neck
from his eyes of flame
ruby tears there came;

the following and last verse of his poem indicates that the "beasts of prey" have, with their combination of vitality and compassion, a practical nature:

***The lioness,
loos'd her slender dress,
and naked they convey'd
To caves the sleeping maid;

a clear contrast is obtained here by having the first line of the next poem reiterate the idea of the inefficacy of the non-visionary kind of pity, which, by itself (in the personality lacking use of the visionary faculty), does nothing but add to the total woe:
ALL THE NIGHT IN WOE
LYOAS PARENTS GO
OVER VALLEYS DEEP
WHILE THE DESERTS DEEP.

THIS IS THE SAME SORT OF EVENT MENTIONED IN THE POEM ALREADY
DISCUSSED, "ON ANOTHER'S SORROW," E.G., "HE BECOMES A MAN OF
WOE." BY THE FIFTH STANZA THE WOMAN'S "WEARY WOE" HAS BE-
COME OVERWHELMING: "SHE COULD NO FURTHER GO." THE NEXT LINES
EVIDENTLY REPRESENT THE BEGINNING OF PROGRESS TOWARD THE
VISIONARY STATE, WHICH WILL BE TREMENDOUSLY DIFFERENT FROM
THAT STATE IN WHICH, IN THE THIRD AND FOURTH STANZAS, THEY
"DREAM" ("AMONG SHADOWS DEEP") AND SEE A "PALE" "FANCIED
IMAGES," SINCE THE MAN EXHIBITS HIS INTEREST FOR ANOTHER IN
A PRACTICAL WAY, AND IS THEN CONFRONTED BY A LION, I.E., A
"VISIONARY" OR "VISION" ITSELF:

IN HIS ARMS HE BORE
HER ARM'D WITH SORROW BORE;
TILL BEFORE THEIR WAY
A COUCHING LION LAY.

ALTHOUGH THE "VISIONARY EXPERIENCE" MAY BE FEARSOME, IT WILL
LEAD THE PERSON ON, DEEPER INTO ITS "CONTROL." THE NARRATIVE
CONTINUES WITH THIS IDEA:

TURNING BACK WAS VAIN;
SOON HIS HEAVY MANE
BORE THEM TO THE GROUND.

THEIR FEARFULNESS OF THE EXPERIENCE IS DISPelled BY THE EX-
PERIENCE ITSELF!

THEIR FEARS ALLAY
WHEN HE LICKS THEIR HANDS,
AND SILENT BY THEM STANDS.
Each step, and each stanza, leads them to a higher level of confidence in understanding the visionary faculty (the lion), and in succeeding stanzas they "...behold a spirit arm'd in gold," lose "...all their care," follow "...where the vision led" (and, doing so, apparently stop seeking "for the maid") to his palace, where the child had been taken earlier, although then, it had appeared to them as a cave. The last stanza might depict the "garden mild" prophesied in the "introduction" to these poems, although, since it says that

to this day they dwell
in a lonely dell,

it probably means that they have become visionary rebels, members of a small group which is helping to "lead" the rest of society out of its "desert," as the "lions" led them. It is more explicitly shown in one of Blake's "Proverbs of Hell,"

The roaring of lions, the howling of wolves, the raging of the stormy sea, and the destructive sword, are portions of eternity, too great for the eye of man.¹

That he considered the "lion" to be representative of a superior state. This superior state, as shown in the above quotation, is meaningless, or non-existent (or fearsome, if its characteristics are seen) to an ordinary person, but its characteristics, mentioned in the last lines of the poem as "...the wolvish howl, the lions' growl," are not feared by

¹Keynes, Poetry and Prose of William Blake, p. 184.
THOSE WHO HAVE COME TO LIVE IN THE SAME "DELL" THAT IS,
THOSE WHO ARE ALSO VISIONARIES. THE MEANING THAT BLAKE IS
EXPRESSING IN THE POEM AND PROVERB QUOTED ABOVE IS THE SAME
AS THAT CONTAINED IN THE WELL-KNOWN HINDU STORY OF THE "ROAR
OF THE TIGER," VIZ., THAT THE TIGER, WHICH HAD RAISED BE-
LIEVING HIMSELF TO BE A GOAT, EATING GRASS AND BLEATING,
HAPPENED TO DISCOVER THE TASTE OF FLESH WHEREUPON HE "UTTERED
THE TIGER'S ROAR OF SELF-REALIZATION," REALIZING HIMSELF TO
BE PART OF "ETERNITY," OR "THE CREATIVE VOID."

ANOTHER OF BLAKE'S "PROVERBS OF HELL:

THE TYGERS OF BRATH ARE WISER THAN THE HORSES
OF INSTRUCTION.

AND LESS EXPLICITLY, THE POEM "THE TYGER," IN "SONGS OF
EXPERIENCE" (ESPECIALLY THE DESCRIPTION "...BURNING BRIGHT
IN THE FORESTS OF THE NIGHT...") ARE FURTHER EXAMPLES OF
BLAKE'S PRACTICE OF USING A TIGER OR LION TO REPRESENT
"VISIONARY" OR "MYSTICAL" INSPIRATION, AS OPPOSED TO THE
SHEEP, LAMB, OR HORSE, WHICH REPRESENT CORRUPTED, CONTROLLED,
WEAKNESS AND THE RATIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND DUALISTIC BELIEFS
ASSOCIATED WITH IT.

THERE ARE FIVE OTHER POEMS IN THE SONGS OF EXPERIENCE
WHICH ARE BASED ON "POLITICAL" THEMES: "THE CHIMNEY SWEEPER;
"THE LITTLE VAGABOND;" "LONDON;" "THE HUMAN ABSTRACT;" AND
"A LITTLE BOY LOST;" OF THESE, ONLY "THE LITTLE VAGABOND"
CONSISTS OF POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS; ALTHOUGH "A LITTLE BOY
LOST" BEGINS WITH A QUOTATION OF "NATURAL WISDOM" FROM THE
LITTLE BOYS THE OTHERS ARE ONLY ANGRY ATTACKS ON THOSE THINGS THAT LACK "VISIONARY ENERGY" AND SUSTAIN THEMSELVES ON THE LIVES AND ENERGIES OF OTHERS, VIZ., THOSE WHOM THEY DOMINATE.

DOUBT AND REASON (URIZEN), GOD; THE ONLY VIRTUOUS (THE ACCUSER, CALLED NOGADADDY, SATAN, OR JEHOVAH), THE KING, AND PRIESTS; ARE BLAKE'S FAVORITE "MENTAL ENEMIES."


PITY WOULD BE NO MORE
IF WE DID NOT MAKE SOMEBODY POOR;
AND MERCY NO MORE COULD BE
IF ALL WERE AS HAPPY AS WE.

HOWEVER, THE GENERAL PATTERN OF THE POEM IS ONE OF AN APPARENTLY CAUSAL SEQUENCE, FROM THE FACT OF RATIONALIZED SOCIAL DUALISM, THROUGH EXPLOITATION, HYPOCRISY (OF SOME SORT), AND HUMILITY, TO "MYSTERY," THUS EXPLAINING, TO SOME EXTENT,
THE "MISTAKEN" MENTALITY ("...MORE! MORE! IS THE CRY OF A
MISTAKEN SOUL; LESS THAN ALL CANNOT SATISFY MAN."") WHICH
ACCEPTS ITSELF AS BEING LESS THAN COMPLETE. FOLLOWING THE
LINE

AND MUTUAL FEAR BRINGS PEACE,

WHICH IS THE LAST PART OF THE FIRST STAGE OF THE SEQUENCE, IS
A LINE WHICH IS SLIGHTLY AMBIGUOUS: "SELFISH LOVES" IN

TILL THE SELFISH LOVES INCREASE

IS SEEN TO HAVE A NEGATIVE MEANING (AS DO PITY AND MERCY)
WHEN IT IS REMEMBERED THAT THE FOUR "VIRTUES" LISTED IN "THE
DIVINE IMAGE" ARE "MERCY, PITY, PEACE, AND LOVE". Further
INDICATION OF THE NEGATIVE MEANING INTENDED IS THE SECOND
HALF OF THAT STANZA:

THEN CRUELTY KNITS A SNARE,
AND SPREADS HIS BAITS WITH CARE.

THAT THIS IS NOT THE "CRUELTY" (OR THE "SELFISH LOVE") OF
ACTIVE PRIDE IS INDICATED BY ITS USE OF A SNARE, WHICH IS AN
INACTIVE METHOD OF "WARFARE"; ALSO, THAT THE CRUELTY IS OF THE
WEALTHY CLASS UPON THE POOR CLASS IS INDICATED BY THE LINE
FROM THE ROSSETTI-PICKERING MANUSCRIPT, "THEY CANNOT SPREAD
NETS WHERE A HARVEST YIELDS."

THE NEXT VERSE SHOWS THAT
"HOLY FEARS" (AND TEARS) PROMOTE THE GROWTH OF "HUMILITY."

---

1 Kazin, The Portable Blake, p. 193.
2 Ibid, p. 129.
WHICH APPEARS IN THE FOURTH STANZA AS "...THE DISMAL SHADE OF MYSTERY..." (THE "TREE" THAT GROWS... IN THE HUMAN BRAIN). THAT THIS IS THE SAME SORT OF MYSTERY USED BY THE CHURCHES IS SUGGESTED BY THE LAST HALF OF THAT VERSE,

AND THE CATERPILLER AND FLY FEED ON THE MYSTERY,

WHEN THE COMPARISON OF A "CATERPILLER" WITH A PRIEST IN THE "PROVERBS OF HELL" IS REMEMBERED.


THE PHILOSOPHY OF UNCORRUPTED INNOCENCE, THE "ANTI-AGNOSTIC" ARGUMENT OF THE "VISIONARY MYSTIC," IS SPOKEN BY THE LITTLE BOY IN THE FIRST TWO STANZAS:

"NOUGHT LOVES ANOTHER AS ITSELF;
NON VENERATES ANOTHER SO;
NOR IS IT POSSIBLE TO THINK
A GREATER THAN ITSELF TO KNOW;

"AND FATHER, HOW CAN I LOVE YOU
OR ANY OF MY BROTHERS MORE?
I LOVE YOU LIKE THE LITTLE BIRD
THAT PICKS UP CRUMBS AROUND THE DOOR."

1KAZIN, THE PORTABLE BLAKE, P. 254.
This is the basic philosophy which was outlined in "There is no natural religion," second series, especially numbers V, VI, and VII, and in such statements as the proverb in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. "One thought fill immensity."

After having seized the child, in the third stanza, the priest, in the fourth stanza, calling him a fiend, says the child is

"One who sets reason up for judge of our most holy mystery."

In this case, "reason," rather than being a "limiter," or a "restrictor of knowledge," is merely a controlled presentation of the facts; although in this instance it could not be otherwise, since it is speaking of its own limits; the use of reason is acceptable if it is remembered that, as Blake said in Milton:

***The reason is a state created to be annihilated & a new ratio created.***

In other words, reason must be maintained as a tool for describing reality, either of the imagination or of the "world," and prevented from becoming a system of empty formulae, whose
ONLY FUNCTION IS TO CONTROL, TO THEIR DETRIMENT, THE MASSES OF THE PEOPLE. IT IS UNNECESSARY TO GIVE AN OUTSIDE EXAMPLE OF BLAKE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD "MYSTERY", THE CONTEXT OF THIS POEM BEING SUFFICIENT EXPLANATION, BUT IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE SOME OF THE NAMES GIVEN TO IT, SUCH AS IN MILTON:

"MYSTERY THE VIRGIN HARLOT, MOTHER OF WAR."

AS WAS TO BE EXPECTED, SINCE THE VISIONARY WAS A CHILD, AND THUS APPARENTLY NOT COMPLETELY "ORGANIZED" IN HIS INNOCENCE, AND THUS "CORRUPTIBLE," THE CHILD IS FIRST "BOUND IN AN IRON CHAIN" (STANZA FIVE) AND THEN HE IS BURNED (LAST STANZA) IN A HOLY PLACE

WHERE MANY HAD BEEN BURNED BEFORE;
THE KEEPING PARENTS WEEP IN VAIN,
ARE SUCH THINGS DONE ON ALBION'S SHORE?

THUS, THE FORCES OF MYSTERY HAVE DESTROYED A PART OF LIFE, BECAUSE "INNOCENCE," THE "MYSTICAL" PART OF SOCIETY, IS INSUFFICIENTLY ORGANIZED; IT IS TO REMEDY THIS SITUATION THAT BLAKE SAID, "ROUSE UP, O YOUNG MEN OF THE NEW AGE; SET YOUR FOREHEADS AGAINST THE IGNORANT HIRELINGS! FOR WE HAVE HIRELINGS IN THE CAMP, THE COURT AND THE UNIVERSITY, WHO WOULD, IF THEY COULD, FOR EVER DEPRESS MENTAL AND PROLONG CORPOREAL WAR." "UNORGANIZED MYSTICISM," BLAKE WOULD SAY, REFERRING TO BOTH SOCIETY AND THE INDIVIDUAL, "IS AN IMPOSSIBILITY IN A CORRUPT, NON-MYSTICAL WORLD."

1KAZIN, THE PORTABLE BLAKE, P. 422.
2BID., P. 411.
The first chapter of this thesis, in order to provide a meaning for the word "mysticism," has traced the etymology of that word to various roots whose meanings contain implications of intoxication, sensuality, and sensuousness; the history of mysticism is further traced through typical oriental and western expressions, and it is shown that removal from the primitive conditions of mystic ritual has generally resulted in the application of the word (or its cognates and/or synonyms) to opposite referents, viz., world rejecting, sense rejecting, symbolic yet ineffable, "experiences," or, more accurately, "non-experiences," and that, in both the orient and the occident, reaction and re-adjustment to the earliest sense of the word has been associated with considerable sophistication of theory, and application of the resultant techniques for "ameliorating life" to society in general, rather than to a more or less limited group. It is also shown that language and symbols are closely involved with the "negative mystical" practices, and it is suggested that a positive attitude toward material production is closely related to, rather than opposed to, mystical activity, if the "liberal" sense of that word is used.

The second chapter has considered and classified the writings on Blake's mysticism, and maintained that those writers who have considered Blake's mysticism to be in the "world rejecting" tradition are mistaken, and that the reason for this confusion is that, until nearly the middle of this...
CENTURY, ONLY STUDENTS OF MYSTICISM WERE AWARE OF A PRECISE DEFINITION OF THAT WORD, WITH THE RESULT THAT BLAKE'S IDEAS WERE, IN GENERAL, NOT CLOSELY STUDIED. IT WAS FURTHER MENTIONED THAT MERELY INDICATING THAT BLAKE'S MYSTICISM IS DIFFERENT FROM THE "WORLD REJECTING" SORT IS OF LITTLE VALUE TO AN UNDERSTANDING OF HIS IDEAS.

THE THIRD CHAPTER, AFTER ILLUSTRATING THAT BLAKE WAS AWARE OF A PERCEPTUAL EPISTEMOLOGY, STATES THAT THE SOURCE OF BLAKE'S "LIBERAL" OR "VISIONARY" MYSTICISM IS MAINLY IN THE COMBINATION OF TWO PHILOSOPHICAL COMMITMENTS, VIZ., VITALISM AND PERCEPTUALISM, WHICH INTERACT TO PRODUCE AN APPARENTLY WIDE VARIETY OF DOCTRINES (WHICH COULD BE ROUGHLY CLASSIFIED WITH THE "ACTUALITY THEORY" OF HERACLITUS, SPINOZA, MACH, AND WHITEHEAD), INCLUDING BLAKE'S "ANTHROPOMORPHISM," HIS "EXPANDING SENSATION-EXPANDING PARTICLES" IDEA, HIS REJECTION OF BOTH THE PLATONIC AND THE NEWTONIAN TIME THEORIES, IN FAVOR OF AN EINSTEINIAN TIME THEORY, AND THE CLOSELY RELATED DOCTRINES OF UNBOUNDED "IDENTITIES," AND THE CREATION OF EACH THING, MOMENTARILY, BY ITSELF. THE LAST MENTIONED DOCTRINE IS MORE EASILY UNDERSTOOD BY USING THE CONCEPT OF "ENTELECHY," "THAT WHICH MAKES ACTUAL." FINALLY, IT IS MAINTAINED THAT IN BLAKE'S "VISIONARY MYSTICISM," THE PARALLEL TO AN "ESCHATOLOGY" IS TO BE FOUND IN HIS "SOCIAL MYSTICISM," THAT IS, THAT INSTEAD OF THE "WAY" OF SELF-ABNÉGATION, WORLD REJECTION, AND ULTIMATELY OF "RESIDING WITH
(or being married to) God, "his mysticism involved self-

gratification, world interest, and, ultimately, a reshaping

of the world in line with the mystic's desires. It is by

these features, as well as the visionary, "anthropomorphic",

vitalistic and perceptual features, that Blake's mysticism

is seen to be allied with the primitive, oriental, and other

"liberal mysticisms, ""
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